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Demolding, the process to separate stamp from molded resist, is most critical to the 
success of ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL). In the present study we first 
investigated adhesion and demolding force in UV-NIL for different compositions of a model 
UV-curable resist containing a base (either tripropyleneglycol diacrylate  with shorter chain 
length or polypropyleneglycol diacrylate with longer chain length), a cross-linking agent 
(trimethylolpropane triacrylate) and a photoinitiator (Irgacure 651). The demolding force was 
measured using a tensile test machine after imprinting the UV resist on a silicon stamp. In 
general, the shorter monomer shows a larger demolding force. Decreasing the cross-linking 
agent content from 49 to 0 wt% results in a decreased adhesion force at the resist/stamp 
interface thereby facilitating the demolding.  
Demolding stress in general is mainly generated due to shrinkage of the resist in the UV 
curing step and also adhesion and friction at the stamp/resist interface in the subsequent 
demolding step. In the second part of this study the effect of resist compositions on the stress 
generation was studied by numerical simulation of the curing and demolding steps in UV-NIL. 
Input parameters required for the simulation were determined experimentally. As the cross-
linking agent content increases the fracture strength of the resist also increases. At the same 
time, shrinkage stress due to cure and also adhesion at the stamp/resist interface both increase. 
By normalizing the overall maximum local stress by the fracture stress of the resist, we found 
that there is an optimum for the cross-linking agent content that leads to the most successful 
imprinting.  
In the third part of our study a simple method was developed to obtain the 
polymerization shrinkage stress exerted on the sidewalls of resist/stamp interface in UV NIL. 
ix 
 
This method is based on the measurements of demolding force which is the sum of adhesion 
and friction forces. The mean polymerization shrinkage stress on the sidewalls can readily be 
decoupled from overall demolding force by independently measuring the friction coefficient, 
adhesion force, and geometries of stamp structures. The polymerization shrinkage stress on the 
sidewalls is overall larger than adhesion and increases by adding more cross-linking agent to the 
resist composition.  
 
KEYWORDS: UV nanoimprint lithography; demolding force; adhesion force; Young’s 







Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. General introduction 
Since the mid-1990s, nanoimprint lithography (NIL), initially proposed and developed by 
the Chou group [1, 2] has emerged as one of the most promising technologies for high-
throughput (fast), low cost nanoscale patterning. In 2002, NIL was selected by MIT’s 
Technology Review as one of 10 emerging technologies that are likely to change the world [3]. 
NIL can pattern sub 10 nm features [4] while it only requires simple tools and processing. This 
technique consists of transferring the pattern from a master mold to a polymeric substrate 
through application of heat and pressure or shining UV light. Depending on which scheme is 
used, NIL can be classified into two main categories: Thermal NIL and ultraviolet NIL or in 
short UV-NIL [5].  In both techniques micro/nano patterns are transferred from a master mold to 
a polymeric resist. A thermoplastic resist is used for thermal NIL while a UV curable resist is the 
alternative in UV-NIL. UV-NIL utilizes the change in viscosity of a resist upon UV irradiation 
and is one of the most promising candidates for mass-production lithography. The lower 
viscosity of most UV curable resists ensuring full filling of the features of the master mold and 
also fast curing properties gives UV-NIL an edge over its counterpart thermal NIL. The biggest 
challenge, however, in UV-NIL is demolding, a process to remove the stamp from the molded 
substrate. Demolding is the key for fabrication of high aspect and large area structures which are 
required for the integration of nanoscale sensing or detection components to micro- and macro-
scale components in a device. Fabrication of such structures requires in-depth understanding of 
physical as well as chemical parameters affecting demolding.  Despite such importance, the 
demolding process in UV-NIL has not been fully understood yet. A number of works have been 
reported to improve the demolding process in UV-NIL. One scheme to improve demolding relies 
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on the development of new imprint resists mostly containing fluorinated compounds to lower the 
surface energy and therefore impart good anti-sticking properties [6-11]. Application of a release 
layer on the stamp has also been suggested to lower the interface energy between stamp/resist 
and improve demolding properties [6, 12-14]. The effectiveness of the anti-sticking layer in UV-
NIL however can be compromised due to the formation of reactive agents in the resist upon 
curing.  Houle et al. [13] reported an increase in the release energy when the release layer reacted 
with the free radicals in a highly cross-linked resist. Moreover, improved stamps can also lower 
the demolding force. Stamps made of materials with low surface adhesion are expected to 
enhance the release properties [10, 15].  Besides surface adhesion, Chan et al. [16] also showed 
that when a rigid stamp is replaced by a softer stamp the demolding can improve. Modified 
stamp geometries can also help demolding. At least in the case of thermal NIL it has been proven 
that stamps with tapered sidewalls result in a smaller demolding force [17]. X. Ye et al. [18]  and 
W. Jiang et al. [19] also investigated the effect of UV exposure time on demolding force and 
found that partial curing of the UV resist lowers the demolding force. However, partial curing of 
a resist is not an experimental parameter that can be easily tuned since the reproducibility of the 
degree of curing is poor mainly due to the variation of UV intensity across the UV lamp itself, 
diffraction of UV light at the edges of the master mold and also exothermic and almost self-
propelled nature of UV-polymerization reaction.  
Demolding is the key for fabrication of high aspect and large area structures which are 
required for the integration of nanoscale sensing or detection components to micro- and macro-
scale components in a device. Fabrication of such structures requires in-depth understanding of 
physical as well as chemical parameters affecting demolding.  Despite such importance, the 
demolding process in UV-NIL has not been fully understood yet through a systematic study. 
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1.2.  Goals and objectives of this study 
The primary goal of this study is to propose defect-tolerate demolding process for UV 
NIL. The main means to achieve that goal in our study is to investigate and optimize the 
chemical composition of UV resists. A UV resist is essentially composed of three basic 
constituents: a monomer, a cross-linking agent and a photo-initiator. In this study, a model UV-
curable resist system containing a base (either tripropyleneglycol diacrylate (TPGDA) with 
shorter chain length or polypropyleneglycol diacrylate (PPGDA) with longer chain length), a 
cross-linking agent (trimethylolpropane triacrylate) (TMPTA) and a photoinitiator (Irgacure 
651). The technical objectives to achieve the research goal include: 
1. To study the effect of resist composition on adhesion and overall demolding force. 
2. To optimize the resist composition leading to easy demolding through both developed 
numerical simulation and experimentation.  
3. To investigate the relative contribution of surface adhesion and polymerization shrinkage 
stress to overall demolding force.    
 Based on our findings a larger content of cross-linking agent increases the resist Young’s 
modulus. Work of adhesion is a function of both surface tension and combined Young’s modulus 
[20]. Therefore, increasing the cross-linking agent content increases the demolding force which 
itself is a function of both surface adhesion and shrinkage stress. Moreover, we also concluded 
that a shorter monomer can increase the demolding force due an increased Young’s modulus and 
therefore adhesion stress. In addition, using a finite element simulation we investigated the 
maximum stress each resist encounters during demolding. Normalizing the maximum stress with 
respect to resist fracture stress we noticed that there should be an optimum.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Survey 
2.1. Introduction 
The ability to replicate patterns on micro- and nanoscales is of crucial importance to the 
advancement of micro- and nanotechnologies and the study of nanosciences. Critical issues such 
as resolution, reliability, speed, and overlay accuracy all need to be considered in developing 
new lithography methodologies. The primary driver for reliable and high-throughput 
nanolithography is the ability to make ever-shrinking transistors on an IC chip. Because of the 
planar fabrication technology employed by the semiconductor industry, integrated circuits are 
built by stacking one layer of circuit elements on top of another. Each layer is fabricated by a 
sequence of well-characterized processes. Lithography is used over and over again to create 
desired patterns during all these processes, and as such the cost of lithography in IC production 
can amount to 35% of total chip cost. Considerable industrial effort has been devoted to the 
leading-edge optical methods and the so-called next generation lithography (NGL) techniques 
namely scanning probe microscope lithography, X-ray lithography, focused ion beam and 
nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [21]. Due to its serial processing nature, scanning microscope 
lithography is a very slow process; X-ray lithography and focused ion beam also suffer from 
high costs of operation [22]. Since the mid-1990s, nanoimprint lithography, initially proposed 
and developed by the Chou group [1, 2] has emerged as one of the most promising technologies 
for high-throughput (fast), low cost nanoscale patterning so that MIT’s Technology Review also 
put NIL as one of 10 emerging technologies that are likely to change the world in 2002 [3].  
NIL can pattern sub 10 nm features [4] while it only requires simple tools and processing. 
This technique consists of transferring the pattern from a master mold to a polymeric substrate 
through application of heat and pressure or shining UV light. Depending on which scheme is 
used, NIL can be classified into two main categories: Thermal NIL and ultraviolet NIL or in 
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short UV NIL [5]. In this chapter we first introduce, discuss and compare the challenges 
encountered in the two variants of NIL technology; i.e. thermal and UV NIL. Then we move on 
to introduce some of the UV curable resists available commercially and the mechanism of UV 
polymerization. Next, Defects caused by demolding as well as the parameters affecting 
demolding in UV NIL will be discussed in detail. Eventually, some of the major applications of 
the NIL process will be introduced. 
2.2. Thermal  
In Thermal-nanoimprint lithography a thermoplastic polymer is used. Patterns are 
transferred from the master mold to the thermoplastic polymer by mechanically deforming it 
through application of heat and pressure. This technique is performed in two distinct stages; 
molding and demolding. 
2.2.1. Molding in thermal NIL 
In this stage a thin thermoplastic polymer film or so-called resist most conventionally 
PMMA or PC) is initially spin-coated on a substrate (mostly a silicon wafer). The commercial 
availability and low price of these polymers make thermal imprint lithography a cost-efficient 
lithographic method for mass production and the biocompatibility of polymer enables great 
potential in the biological applications The polymer film is heated up to 70-80 
o
C above its glass 
transition temperature (Tg). A stamp (usually made of silicon or silicon oxide) with micro/nano 
features on it is then pressed on to the polymer film. 
 The choice of the molding temperature is justified by the changes in the flow behavior of 
thermo plastic polymers versus time. At a temperature below Tg, the major contribution to the 
deformation comes from the elongation of the atomic distance, and the deformation is ideal 
elastic. The Young’s modulus for glassy polymers just below Tg is approximately constant over a 
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wide range of polymers (3 × 10
9
 Pa), and the magnitude of deformation is very small. Above Tg, 
local motion of chain segments takes place and the modulus of the material drops by several 
orders of magnitude. However, the entire chains are still fixed by the temporary network of 
entanglements. A rubber–elastic plateau region exists beyond Tg, where a relatively large 
deformation may occurs due to extension of chain segments fixed between entanglement points 
which is recoverable after the force is released. Finally, with a further increase in temperature, 
the viscous liquid flow state is reached. In this regime motion of entire chains takes place and the 
polymer flows by chain sliding. The modulus and viscosity are further reduced in this region and 
the deformation is irreversible, which makes it the right temperature range for thermal NIL 
patterning. It is perceived that a good imprinting result can be acquired when the imprinting 
temperature is set to be higher than the flow temperature (Tf) of the polymer. Empirically an 
optimal imprinting temperature is found 70–80°C above the Tg of the material used. Often it is 
desirable to do the patterning at the lowest temperature possible for higher throughput and 
reducing the thermal expansion mismatch as will be explained in the next section [21].  
Besides accurate selection of time and temperature of molding, issues associated with 
complex stamp structure can arise as well. The final thickness of the residual layer beneath stamp 





   




                                                                                                                           (2-1) 
where    is the final thickness of resist (residual layer),    is the initial thickness of resist,     is 
the resist viscosity, p and t are the embossing pressure and time, respectively. Therefore, 
different features of a stamp with various widths embossed at the same pressure and time can 
result in inhomogeneous or incomplete filling or stamp bending [24]. 
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2.2.2. Demolding in thermal NIL 
In the demolding stage the stamp is withdraw leaving an impression of its features on the 
resist. In order for the imprinted patterns to be able to maintain their mechanical stability the 
demolding stage is done at a temperature lower than the glass transition temperature of the resist. 
Since most of the damage to the fabricated pattern occurs in the demolding stage, the 
temperature at which demolding is done gains a significant importance. Generally speaking, the 
less the demolding temperature is, the more pronounced the thermal-mismatch-generated stresses 
will be. Taking only this fact into account, demolding should be performed at the highest 
temperature just below the Tg. However, knowing the fact that the yield stress of a resist 
decreases with temperature, at high demolding temperatures even the relatively small thermal 
mismatch can cause damage. Also, surface energy of a stamp surface increases with temperature, 
which leads to an increased adhesion to resist. Therefore, there should be an optimal temperature 
at which demolding can be done with the smallest risk of damage. At this temperature the ratio 
of thermal-mismatch-generated stresses over the resist yield stress is the smallest. For instance, 
the optimum demolding temperature for a PMMA with the Tg at 110 
o
C happens to be around 70 
o
C as it has been earlier proven in our group experimentally and also through simulation [25-27] 
as well as by other researchers [28]. 
Demolding in both thermal and UV NIL might be optionally followed by a reactive ion 
etching (RIE) step to transfer the pattern from the resist to the underlying substrate. The 
intrusions on the patterned resist are thinner in thickness and, therefore, reach the underlying 
substrate faster upon RIE etching than protrusions do. Organic polymers are usually etched using 
oxygen plasma. A power density of 0.25 W/cm
2
 yields an etch rate around 200-850 nm/min 
depending on the polymer to be etched [29]. Once the resist on the intrusions is completely 
etched away (or so called window opening process) the substrate will be exposed to etching ions. 
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Silica based substrates cannot be etched with oxygen and, therefore, are etched using fluorinated 
gases such as a mixture of CF4/CHF3 or SF6. The etch rate of silica based material is dependent 
on the square root of bias voltage and is reported to be around 20-80 nm/min [30, 31]. The etch 
rate of organic polymers in a CF4 rich environment is reported to be half of that in oxygen 
plasma [29]. Nevertheless, comparing the etch rates of polymers and silica based materials still 
thick (i.e. high aspect ratio) protrusions are required to etch the underlying substrate deep 
enough.  
2.3. UV NIL 
An alternative method in order to fabricate micro/nano patterns is UV NIL. UV NIL 
utilizes the change in viscosity of a resist upon UV irradiation. In this method a UV curable resist 
is first spin-coated or dispensed on a substrate (if dispensed the process would be called step and 
flash imprint lithography or S-FIL first introduced by Colburn et al. [32] with major applications 
in integrated circuit fabrications). Subsequently, the stamp made of a transparent material (or 
instead the substrate can be made of UV transparent material) is brought into contact with the 
resist. Then, while contact is still maintained, the resist is irradiated by UV for curing. Once the 
curing is complete, the stamp is lifted.  
UV NIL has two major advantages over its counterpart thermal NIL. First, UV NIL is a 
room temperature method. The UV resist is usually cured within a couple of seconds by UV 
irradiation whereas in thermal NIL more than 10 min is required for heating up and cooling 
down stages. Therefore, UV NIL can potentially yield a higher throughput. Besides, the viscosity 
of UV resists is usually low in their uncured state. Typical UV resists have a viscosity in the 
order of some mPa.s [33-35] whereas a thermal resist viscosity above its Tg is usually in the 
order of a few 1000 Pa.s [36] and can be as high as some 10
5
 Pa.s [37]. Therefore, meeting the 
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requirement for good molding (i.e. filling of stamp cavities) is less problematic for UV NIL. 
However, since most UV resists are based on adhesive materials such as epoxy and acryl, the 
biggest challenge in UV NIL is the demolding step where imprint defects or structural failure can 
be produced.  
2.4. UV resist and Polymerization mechanisms 
Different companies such as Nanonex, MII, AMO and Obducat have made commercial 
resists for UV NIL. However, the composition and properties of these materials often are not 
fully disclosed. A UV resist is essentially composed of three basic constituents; a monomer (or 
oligomer), a cross-linking agent and a photo-initiator. The monomer is usually an acryl [6, 7, 9, 
38, 39] or epoxy [8, 40-44]. The cross-linking agent is a molecule with a higher number of 
functional groups than the monomers to make cross-linking of the polymer chains possible. 
Photo-initiator is added to initiate the polymerization reaction by activating the functional 
groups.  
Upon polymerization the monomers (oligomers) in the resist will covalently bond to each 
other and the resist will transform from liquid to a solid. Polymerization can occur through 
formation of either free radicals or ions. Free radical polymerization happens when the photo-
initiator, e.g. peroxides, decomposes into radicals when it absorbs energy at a specific 
wavelength from a UV source. When such a radical meets a monomer, e.g. styrene, the double 
bond in the monomer is opened and the free radical combines with the monomer through a 
covalent bond at one end leaving an unpaired electron at the other end. The resulting radical will 
react with additional monomers in a chain growth reaction until it is terminated by another 
radical or an added terminator molecule in a chain termination reaction [45].  
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Free radical polymerization is a fast process. The necessary cure time is less than several 
seconds for the thickness range up to a several tens of microns, although exact timing greatly 
depends on the UV light intensity and wavelength [46]. Typical examples of free radical 
polymerization resists used in UV NIL are PAK-01which is an acrylic resin mainly composed of 
tri-propylene-glycol-diacrylate (TPGDA) and has good release properties [6, 47] and a low 
viscosity resist by the Molecular Imprints [48]. Other resists prepared for research purposes with 
disclosed formulations include poly-ethylene-glycol-diacrylate (PEGDA) or poly-propylene-
glycol-diacrylate (PPGDA) based resists which are used by Chan-Park [9] and also a siliconized 
urethane acrylate based resin used by Chung [38].  
In ionic polymerization the activator (initiator) is not a radical but an ion. It is also a 
chain reaction like radical polymerization. For instance in ionic polymerization of styrene, cumyl 
potassium as the initiator dissociates into a positive potassium and a negative cumyl ion. The 
potassium ion is isolated in tetrahydofuran. The cumyl ion opens the styrene double bond and 
attaches to one end. The excess electrons are pushed to the other end of the c-c bond thus 
forming a new anion which can grow by adding other monomers. In ionic polymerization, unlike 
radical polymerization, there is no termination through combination of two chains since two 
chains having the same electric charge would repel each other.  
Termination only occurs by addition of terminating compounds such as water, alcohol, 
acids or amines. Without such additives, the chains keep growing until all monomer are 
exhausted. Ionic polymerization in general requires a lower activation energy than radical 
polymerization, therefore, lower UV doses are required. In addition, since free radicals can react 
with oxygen, radical polymerization is susceptible to the presence of oxygen [49], whereas ionic 
polymerization is not affected by oxygen [45]. Despite these facts, ionic polymerization is of less 
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practical importance because the cure rate is slow, is largely susceptible to cure temperature, 
humidity and purity of starting materials and also because of the acid that can remain in the 
system [46].  Examples of UV ionic polymerization resists include an epoxy based resist with 
improved thermal resistance [50] and Polyset
®
 epoxy siloxane nanoimrprint resist with dielectric 
properties by Polyset company (Mechanicville, New York, USA) and studied by Ye [43] and 
Wang [51]. 
Regardless of the nature of polymerization, an ideal resist should possess good filling 
properties to fill sub-micron structures of the master stamp, fast curing to ensure fast and high 
throughput replication, good release properties to guarantee complete pattern transfer from the 
mold, high etch resistance for successful transfer of pattern from the resist to the underlying 
substrate and also easy cleaning properties in case of mold contamination by the resist.  
Good filling properties can be achieved by using low viscosity resists. Right selection of 
the photo-initiator having largest absorption in the range of the UV lamp ensures fast curing [34]. 
High etch resistance can be realized by adding etch resistance components such to resist 
formulation. For instance, silyl containing components are capable of forming a stable 
nonvolatile oxide will increase the resist resistance to oxygen plasma etching [52]. Easy cleaning 
is usually favored by less cross-link density since that increases the resist solubility. However, 
this can also be achieved by transforming the cross-linked chains to linear chains. Lin et al. [53] 
for example have shown the possibility of using coumarin derivatives with photo-reversibility 
properties where  the cross-links formed between coumarin moieties can be cleaved by 
irradiation of UV at an appropriate wavelength. Among all these properties, the release 
properties are most relevant to achieving defect tolerant demolding and, therefore, are the focus 
of this study. 
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2.5. Demolding related defects in NIL 
Distortion, ripping off or damage of the molded structure can occur during demolding 
because of different effects such as adhesion at the surface, friction due to surface roughness and 
trapping of the polymer due to the negative slope of the cavity sidewalls. Structures with high 
aspect ratio may be more prone to ripping and damage that often occurs at the structure base 
where residual stress is highest at least in the case of thermal NIL [5, 54, 55].  If many 
neighboring structures are pulled out, they exert a locally combined force to the underlying 
substrate large enough so that the whole area of the resist may be detached from the substrate.  
The forces present then during demolding are a combination of friction and adhesion. 
However, the atmospheric pressure of the surrounding area also tries to inhibit the creation of a 
gap below the stamp protrusion . With microstructures and in the case of thermal NIL at least it 
has been shown that demolding forces can be significantly smaller if sidewall inclination is 
applied which eliminates friction and helps air to penetrate into the gaps created during 
demolding [5].  
Shrinkage which is present in both thermal and UV NIL either due to thermal mismatch 
between the stamp and resist (in thermal NIL) or crosslinking and replacement of loose Van der 
Waals bonds by dense covalent bonds (UV NIL) can cause local variation of lateral forces 
between stamp and polymer resulting in formation of rims at the top of the molded structures 
during demolding.  Shrinkage in combination with strain recovery and relaxation can lead to 
distortion of structures.   
2.6. Parameters affecting demodling in NIL  
As far as material characteristics are concerned, three major parameters determine the 
ease of demolding in UV NIL; surface adhesion between the stamp and resist, friction coefficient 
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at stamp/resist interface and also polymerization shrinkage. In terms of process parameters, 
stamp structure and also the direction of demolding (i.e. peeling or normal) can also affect the 
demolding process. There have been studies to directly or indirectly investigate the effect of 
these parameters through experimentation or simulation. Here, some of these studies are briefly 
presented. 
2.6.1. Surface adhesion 
One major parameter determining the ease of demolding is surface adhesion which has 
been investigated by a number of researchers through experiments. One scheme in order to 
reduce surface adhesion is treating the stamp surface with anti-sticking agents mainly self-
assembled molecules (SAMs). This scheme has been vastly studied in the literature [7, 10, 12, 
13, 35, 56-59]. The –OH groups on the surface of the stamp (most often made of silicon) react 
with the hydrophilic SiCln  alkylsilanes to form HCl. The reaction of alkysilanes with SiO2 is a 
slow one but can be expedited in the presence of surface water [60-62]. The water adsorbed on 
the silicon surface reacts with the SAM precursor to form a silanol intermediate and an acid in an 
irreversible reaction. The reaction for a trichlorosilane for example is of the following form [63]: 
R-SiCl3+3H2O→R-Si(OH)3+3HCl 
The intermediate has three –OH groups which can either bond to the silicon surface or 
adjacent molecules to form Si-O-Si bonds through loss of water resulting in the formation of a 
network of SAMs on the surface [64]. In addition, it has been suggested that post-formation 
annealing enhances incorporation of these groups to form a denser network [65]. In practice two 
techniques are used for formation of these SAMs: liquid phase deposition or vapor phase 
deposition. In the liquid phase technique the stamp is simply immersed into a liquid containing 
SAMs whereas in the vapor deposition technique a vacuum chamber is used.  
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Taniguchi et al. [6] studied the effect of SAMs on the adhesive force. They used two 
commercially available UV resists (PAK01 (an acryl) and TSR820 (an epoxy). They used slide 
glass instead of silicon or quartz which is a justifiable choice since the surface chemistry of all 
these materials is identical. Two release agents were used; Aquaphobe CF (Gelest Co.), a silane 
coupling oligomer initially found by Baily et al. [64] and KP-801M (Shin-etsu Chemical Co.) 
which is a fluoroalkyl oligomer. They found out that the flourosilane (KP-801M) is more 
effective in reducing the surface energy. The adhesive force associated with TSR820 using 
Aquaphobe CF was 0.34 MPa while it reached a value of 0.14 MPa when KP-810M was used.  
KP-801M was even more effective when PAK01 was used as a resist. Adhesive force of surface 
treated slide glass with Aquaphobe CF over PAK01 was 0.29 MPa while it reduced to 0.04 when 
slide glass was treated with KP-801M.  
Application of an anti-sticking agent does not always reduce adhesion. Houle et al. [13] 
investigated the fracture energy of three UV resists on bare slide glass and slide glass coated with 
a fluorinated anti-sticking agent (Flourosyl FSD 4500 Cytonix). They noticed that the anti-
sticking agent was not inert to the any of the UV resists.  In fact the interactions between one of 
the UV resist and anti-sticking agent were so strong that the adhesion energy increased when the 
glass was coated with the anti-sticking agent.  
Another important issue regarding anti-sticking agents is durability. There have been 
reports that the release coatings degrade as nanoimprinting is repeated [66, 67] although the 
degradation mechanism is not still fully understood. Garidel et al. [56] realized that addition of 
fluorinated surfactant to the resist composition itself not only decreased the adhesion between 




The importance of friction in thermal NIL has been detailed in a study by Guo et al. [68] 
where they claimed friction makes the largest contribution to demolding. However, to my 
knowledge the effect of friction on demolding in UV NIL has not been directly investigated yet. 
Nevertheless, it stands to reason that reducing friction must be helpful in lowering the demolding 
force in UV NIL as well.  
Lio et al. [69] investigated the effect of the chain length of alkanethiol and alkylsilane 
anti-sticking agents on friction force by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Thiols and silanes give 
rise to similar frictional force for the same number of carbon atoms present in the backbone of 
the molecule (n) when n > 11.  However, for n < 11 the behavior is markedly different; the 
silanes exhibit higher friction forces even by a factor of ~3.  They also showed that the friction 
force in both thiols and silanes is almost independent of the number of carbon atoms in the chain 
when the number of carbon atoms is larger than 8-11. The observed behavior has been attributed 
to the increased formation of kinks, defects and distortions in alkyl chains that occur in the less 
densely packed short-chain films.  
2.6.3. Shrinkage 
Although shrinkage caused by the difference between the thermal expansion of mold and 
substrate has been vastly studied in thermal NIL [25-27, 70, 71], not so many works have been 
devoted to understanding the effect of polymerization process in UV NIL. This is perhaps due to 
the complexities attributed to UV polymerization especially in a confined structure that hinders 
the adoption of a comprehensive and thorough constitutive equation for polymerization 
shrinkage.   
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Chan-Park [72] and Yeo [73] have done finite element simulation studies on UV NIL. In 
both studies it was discovered that there exists an optimum shrinkage value for the demolding 
process. At this optimum the maximum stress experienced by the polymer is minimized.   
Chan-Park et al. has used a fully elastic material model for the resist and simulated the 
shrinkage through applying a pseudo thermal shrinkage i.e. assigning thermal expansion value to 
the resist and cooling it down in order to simulate UV polymerization shrinkage [72]. Based on 
their findings and with the boundary conditions applied shrinkage helps break wall and bottom 
interfaces although it increases the internal stresses. The optimum shrinkage causes the stresses 
just large enough to break the Ibottom and Iwall interfaces, leaving the lift-up force in demolding to 
break only the remaining Itop interface. The optimum shrinkage depends on the interface strength 
and the Young’s modulus of the resist.  
In a similar study Yeo et al. [73] improved on Chan-Park simulation by adopting a 
nonlinear hyperelastic material model which is more realistic for the resist. By curve fitting the 
uniaxial tensile test data to an Ogden strain energy potential [74], they generated a hyperelastic 
material model. Comparing the hyperelastic and fully elastic material models for the resist, they 
indicated significant discrepancies in terms of the optimal shrinkage value and concluded that the 
elastic material model, although more simple and computationally less expensive, can only be 
used for general trends and preliminary studies.    
2.6.4. UV exposure time 
It is obvious that the resist curing process is dependent on the UV dose; therefore, three 
states of the resist, i.e. uncuring, undercuring and full-curing may occur by manipulating the 
exposure time/intensity. The effect of exposure time on demolding has also been studied by a 
couple of researchers [19, 43, 75, 76] all indicating that by increasing the curing time and as a 
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result the degree of conversion (polymerization), the demolding force also increases. At the same 
time also an increased conversion gives the resist a higher rigidity. Ye et al. [43] suggest that 
there is a window for the curing time within which the resist is mechanically robust enough to 
best survive the demolding process. Shorter curing times result in a weakly bonded resist 
incapable of maintaining its mechanical integrity during demolding and afterwards whereas 
longer curing times cause the demolding force to be large enough to damage the feature at stress 
concentration points during demolding.   
Jiang and Liu [19, 75] have suggested a two-step curing scheme for successful 
demolding. In this method the first curing step controls the viscosity of the resist to ensure that it 
is soft enough to reduce the demolding force while viscous enough to maintain a short time 
pattern stability after demolded. The second curing step is done after curing and ensures that the 
resist has enough rigidity to maintain the transferred pattern for a long time. The issues with this 
method, however, are; first, the appropriate curing time for the first stage is hard to be precisely 
determined and second the interval available between the first and second curing steps is very 
short before the patterns collapse and, therefore, will be difficult to be practically implemented.  
2.6.5. Process parameters 
Although process parameters such as the angle of demolding have not been studied for 
UV NIL, parallels can be drawn from works done on thermal NIL. Song et al. [26] in a 
simulation study observed a significant increase in the demolding stress even when demolding is 
done at a small angle with respect to the normal. They reported a ~10 times increase in the 
maximum local stress when demolding is done at 4.6
o
 angle. 
Kawata et al. [76] studied the impact of the deformation of the substrate on which 
PMMA resist was spin-coated on demolding force for thermal NIL. They proved that when the 
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substrate is deformed, the mold cavity sidewalls tilt from the vertical and pushes against the 
sidewalls of the PMMA pattern thereby increasing the demolding force. Therefore, a thicker 
substrate which deforms less results in a smaller demolding force. 
The effect of features orientation with respect to the demolding crack front also has been 
studied by Landis et al. [77]. They studied two different orientations for features. In one the 
features are perpendicular to the demolding crack front and in the other they are parallel to it. 
They realized that fracture energy (i.e. demolding force) is higher when the feature orientations 
are parallel to the crack front. 
2.7. Applications of NIL 
Nano-imprint lithography in general is a high throughput and inexpensive technique to 
fabricate micro/nano structures that can be used for academic as well as industrial applications. 
NIL was first used to fabricate Si nanodevices [78] and since then it has been applied to the 
fabrication of many electrical, optical and magnetic devices. Previously in this chapter we 
pointed out the wide spread use of UV NIL in fabrication of integrated circuits (IC). For more 
information about the use of UV NIL in IC fabrication and its challenges the reader is referred to 
a paper by Resnick et al. [79]. In the following we explore some of the other applications of 
imprint lithography (both thermal and UV as an alternative) in biology and photonic devices.   
2.7.1. Biological applications 
Most micro-fluidic devices have been fabricated in silica based materials using standard 
cleanroom microfabrication processes such as photolithography, electron beam lithography, wet 
etching and reactive ion etching which are mostly expensive and not readily accessible. To 
overcome this issue, NIL offers a low cost and flexible alternative [21].  
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Guo et al. have developed a simple method of fabricating enclosed nanofluidic channels 
based on a modified imprinting approach [80]. When NIL is used for lithography, the mold 
protrusions are imprinted into a polymer layer with a thickness that is sufficient for obtaining 
complete filling of the trenches. This way it ensures a faithful pattern replication. Guo et al. 
modified this process slightly for fabricating sealed nanochannels: if a very thin polymer layer is 
used during imprinting, the displaced polymer will not be able to fill the trenches on the mold 
completely, therefore creating enclosed nanochannel features. One of the biological applications 
of such channels is DNA stretching where nanofluidic channels can be used for studying the 
statics as well as the dynamics of DNA molecules in confined geometries [81-84].  
2.7.2. Photonic applications 
Because of the high resolution and high throughput, thermal imprint lithography can be 
applied in the fabrication of polymer photonic devices and waveguide devices, which involves 
the replication of periodic features in the submicron regime [21].  Chao [85] et al. developed a 
method to fabricate polymer micro-ring resonator using a direct imprint technique.  
Wang et al. [86] directly patterned organic light-emitting structures at submicron 
resolution. Both small molecules and polymer-based light-emitting structures are patterned via 









Chapter 3 Effect of chemical composition on the demolding force 
3.1. Introduction 
A number of works have been reported to understand and improve the demolding process 
in UV-NIL. One scheme to improve demolding relies on the development of new imprint resists 
mostly containing fluorinated compounds to lower the surface energy and therefore impart good 
anti-sticking properties [6-11]. Application of a release layer on the stamp has also been 
suggested to lower the interface energy between stamp/resist and improve demolding properties 
[6, 12-14]. The effectiveness of the anti-sticking layer in UV-NIL however can be compromised 
due to the formation of reactive agents in the resist upon curing.  Houle et al. [13] reported an 
increase in the release energy when the release layer reacted with the free radicals in a highly 
cross-linked resist. Moreover, improved stamps can also lower the demolding force. Stamps 
made of materials with low surface adhesion are expected to enhance the release properties [10, 
15].   
Besides surface adhesion, Chan et al. [16] also showed that when a rigid stamp is 
replaced by a softer stamp the demolding can improve. Modified stamp geometries can also help 
demolding. At least in the case of thermal NIL it has been proven that stamps with tapered 
sidewalls result in a smaller demolding force [17]. X. Ye et al. [18]  and W. Jiang et al. [19] also 
investigated the effect of UV exposure time on demolding force and found that partial curing of 
the UV resist lowers the demolding force. However, partial curing of a resist is not an 
experimental parameter that can be easily tuned since the reproducibility of the degree of curing 
is poor mainly due to the variation of UV intensity across the UV lamp itself, diffraction of UV 
light at the edges of the master mold and also exothermic and almost self-propelled nature of 
UV-polymerization reaction.  
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Theoretically, adhesion force is related to both surface energy and Young’s modulus. 
Adhesion force  ( AdhesionF  ) between two flat, elastic, cylindrical solids in contact can be 












 RKFAdhesion   (3-1) 
where 1221    ( 1  and 2  are surface energies of the two surfaces and 12  is the 
interface energy between them), R  is the effective radius of interface, and K  is the composite 





















where 1E , 2E , 1  and 2  are Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios of the two materials. In 
simple words, the Pollock’s formula implies that when a normal force is applied to separate two 
solids a portion of this force is dissipated through solids in the form of elastic deformation and 
the actual force acting on the interface is the normal force minus the dissipated portion of it. 
Therefore, decreasing the stamp and/or resist Young’s modulus can be as effective as decreasing 
the surface energy in reducing the adhesion force and thereby demolding force. 
In this chapter we systematically investigate the influence of the Young’s modulus of a 
model UV resist system on the demolding force. The Young’s modulus of resist could be 
manipulated by varying the content of the cross-linking agent. As the cross-linking agent content 
decreases from 49 to 0 wt%, the Young’s modulus of the cured resist decreases as well and as a 
result, demolding force also decreases. The decrease in Young’s modulus and therefore 
demolding force is less significant when a UV curable resist with a shorter initial chain length is 
used.    
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3.2.  Experimental  
3.2.1.UV resist 
Different blends of acrylated UV curable resists were used in this study. Two different 
oligomers, i.e. either tripropyleneglycol diacrylate (TPGDA) or polypropyleneglycol diacrylate 
(PPGDA) (all from Aldrich Co.), were used as the base of UV resists. For both, each molecule 
has two vinyl groups where polymerization can take place upon UV irradiation (Figure 3-1). 
They only differ by the number of the repeating –OC3H6 group or simply the chain length. 
Trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA) (Aldrich Co.) was used as the cross-linking agent and 
had a similar molecular structure to those of the base oligomers but it has three vinyl groups 
which enables the formation of chain networks during UV polymerization. Irgacure 651 (Ciba 
Chem.) was used as a photoinitiator to start the UV curing reactions. All the chemicals were used 
as received without further purification. 
Due to the similar chemical functionalities for the base and cross-linking agent, it is 
expected that the UV resists made of different mixtures of those components exert similar 
chemical properties including surface energy. Chemical structures and physical properties of the 
components used for UV resists are shown in Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1, respectively. UV resists 
were blended with different compositions listed in Table 3-2. The concentration of the cross-
linking agent varied between 0-49 wt% while the concentration of the photoinitiator was kept 
constant at 2 wt%. We use a coding system indicated in Table 3-2 to refer to resists with various 
compositions. This system of coding is composed of two letters and two digits. The letters being 
either PP or TP indicate whether the resist is TPGDA or PPGDA based. The digits show the 





Figure 3-1 Chemical structures of the resist components. TPGDA and PPGDA as the base 
(oligomer), TMPTA as cross-linking agent and Irgacure 651 as photo-initiator. Note that the base 
oligomers have similar chemical structures except for the number of the repeat units. 
 





Functionality Density of functional 
groups (number/kg) 
TPGDA 300.35 1.03 2 6.7×NA
** 
PPGDA ~900 1.01 2 2.2×NA 
TMPTA 296.32 1.1 3 10.1×NA 
* The values are obtained from the manufacturer’s specifications. 
** 




Table 3-2 Chemical compositions, contact angle and surface energy of UV-resists used in this 













































































Although these resists were chosen as a model to draw general conclusions, the interest in 
using them  is also justified  with the high flexibility of poly(propylene-glycol) (PPG) structure, 
good stability, hydrolysis resistance and also low viscosity [87, 88]. 
3.2.2. Characterization of UV curing  
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR): The Bruker Tensor 27 system with Pike 
single bounce attenuated single reflectance cell equipped with a ZnSe single crystal was used to 
investigate the degree of polymerization for different resists. Disc-shape samples with a 
thickness of ~1.5 mm were prepared by placing the resist between two glass slides then UV 
curing it. Data were collected in absorbance mode over a range of 3500-650 cm
-1
 with 
background subtraction. The probe depth was 60 μm from the surface of specimens. The 
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resolution and scan speed were 4 cm
-1
 and 10 kHz, respectively. For each spectrum, 16 numbers 
of scans were performed to increase the peak to noise ratio. 
Young’s modulus measurements: Young’s modulus of cured UV resists was measured by 
tensile tests based on the German Industry Standard (DIN 53504). This standard is specifically 
useful in the analysis of rubbers and elastomers for tear strength, tensile strength, strain at break 
and stress values in a tensile test and was used successfully by Schneider et al. [89] to investigate 
the mechanical properties of silicones. Dumbbell shaped shoulder bars with the outer dimensions 
of 75 × 12.5 × 2 mm
3
 with the test section length and width of 20 × 4 mm
2
 were prepared by 
casting and curing the UV resists into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold. After curing, the 
sample bars were transferred to a tensile test machine (Testwork 5, MTS) where their force-
displacement curves were measured at a strain rate of 0.1 mm/min, analogous to the rate of 
demolding experiments. The Young’s modulus value was obtained by the initial slope of the 
corresponding stress-strain curve. Four samples were tested and averaged to obtain the Young’s 
modulus for each resist. 
Contact angle measurements: Static water contact angles on the surfaces of cured resists were 
measured by a contact angle analyzer (FTA 125, First Ten Angstroms Inc.). Typically, 5 μL of 
deionized water was dispensed on the surface using a syringe. The contact angles reported are 
the average of at least three measurements and were reproducible within ±4
o
. 
3.2.3. Imprinting and demolding force measurement  
Stamp fabrication: Stamps for UV-NIL and demolding force measurements were fabricated 
using photolithography and subsequent reactive ion etching into silicon. Details of the stamp 
fabrication are described in our previous paper [25]. The Si stamp had gratings on it with a depth 
of ~570 nm, width of ridges of 5 µm and period of 15 µm. Prior to using the stamp for NIL, the 
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stamp surface was coated with a fluorinated silane, tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydro-octyl-
trichlorosilane (C8H4F13SiCl3), in the vapor phase in order to reduce adhesion at the stamp/resist 
interface during demolding. 
Imprinting and demolding force measurement: Imprinting and demolding were carried out in 
different apparatuses. The imprinting and demolding stages are schematically depicted in Figure 
3-2. UV-NIL was performed using a commercial nanoimprinter (Obducat 6”) while a modified 
mechanical tester (Testwork 5, MTS) was deployed to measure force/displacement responses 
during demolding. 
 
Figure 3-2 Schematic views of UV-NIL and demolding force measurement: 1) the stamp 
mounted on the aluminum piece, 2) dispensed resist, 3) UV curing and 4) demolding. 
  
2.5  7.5 cm
2
 glass slides were used as substrate. The glass slides were treated with 
oxygen plasma for 15 min at the power and gas pressure of 150 W and 250 mTorr, respectively, 
to enhance its adhesion to the polymer. 20 μL of a UV-curable resist was manually dispensed on 
the surface of the stamp. Then the slide glass was concentrically placed on the stamp. The stamp 
was previously mounted on an aluminum mold bed using a commercial epoxy glue to fit into the 
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tensile machine fixtures. Curing was done for 10 s by a UV flash-lamp at an intensity of 1.8 
W/cm
2
 with the wavelength range of 250-400 nm while applying a slight pressure to ensure 
complete filling of the stamp cavities and also similar residual layer thickness for all samples (~1 
μm as measured by AFM). After imprinting, the assembly of aluminum/stamp/resist/slide glass 
was transferred to the MTS machine. The slide glass was clamped to the upper traverse. Then, 
tensile displacement at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/min was applied while the force response was 
measured by a load cell. Figure 3-3 shows a typical force-displacement curve obtained during 
demolding process.  
 





Demolding force was taken as the peak of force versus extension curve. For each resist at 
least 4 successful demolding force measurements were performed and the results were averaged. 
By successful demolding we mean complete transfer of the pattern from the stamp to the 
substrate with no residues remaining on the stamp after demolding. It was also observed that the 
water contact angle of the silanized silicon stamp surface did not change even after 40 imprints, 
indicating that the silane coating is stable during UV-NIL and demolding.  
3.3.Results and discussion  
3.3.1. Resist properties upon UV curing 
UV polymerization: The degree of cross-linking determines the Young’s modulus of a resist by 
limiting chain mobility. In the absence of any cross-linking agent, linear polymerization proceeds 
with disappearance of carbon double bonds (vinyl bonds, -CH=CH2) of oligomers (TPGDA or 
PPGDA) and formation of acetate groups (-COOR). In the presence of a cross-linking agent 
(TMPTA in our case) the same mechanism occurs but since TMPTA has three functional groups, 
a 3-D network of polymeric chains will form. 
 FTIR spectra of PP49 before and after UV curing are presented in Figure 3-4 as an 
example. The spectra were normalized with regard to the carbonyl group peak at ~1728 cm-1 
which remains unchanged upon UV curing. After curing, the peaks at 1635 and 1620 cm-1 
corresponding to the vinyl group almost disappeared, indicating almost full conversion of 
functional groups in both PPGDA and cross-linking agent within our measurement resolution. 
Such high conversion upon UV curing was observed for all the resist blends in this study. This 
high degree of conversion can be surprising since free radical polymerization is susceptible to the 
presence of oxygen limiting the degree of conversion. However, in our case during the cure the 
resist is isolated from exposure to oxygen by the glass substrate on the top and Si stamp on the 
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bottom. In addition, a very strong UV source was employed. High intensity of UV exposure 
increases the rate of formation of free radicals so that the formation rate surpasses consumption 
rate by oxygen as suggested by O’Brien [90]. Besides, a typical UV resist with composition very 
similar to ours can be cured successfully by addition of only 0.2 wt% photoinitiator [9] The 
excess amount of photoinitiator in our resists (2 wt%) can scavenge the oxygen already dissolved 
in the resist.      
 
Figure 3-4 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy of PP49 before and after curing. For 
all the resists disappearance of vinyl bonds after curing was observed indicating almost full 
conversion. 
 
FTIR spectra for cured PPGDA-based UV resists with different cross-linking agent 
concentration are presented in Figure 3-5 a. With increasing cross-linking agent content (from 
PP98 to PP49), the carbonyl peak at 1728 cm
-1
 and acetate peak at 1240 cm
-1
, both indicative of 
the number of chemical reactions occurring during polymerization, increases.  
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Figure 3-5 b shows the intensity of the acetate peak as a function of cross-linking agent 
content for both PPGDA and TPGDA-based resists after UV curing. For PPGDA-based resists, 
the intensity of the acetate peak increases almost linearly with increasing the cross-linking agent 
content which has a larger number of functional groups per unit weight compared to PPGDA 
(see Table 3-1). This also is the case for TPGDA-based resists; however, the acetate group 




. This can be explained by the density of 
functional groups in PPGDA, TPGDA and TMPTA. TMPTA has ~10×NA (NA= Avogadro’s 
number) functional groups per kg while TPGDA and PPGDA have ~7×NA and ~2×NA; 
respectively (Table 3-1). Therefore, as more TMPTA replaces PPGDA in the unit gram of the 
resists a larger increase in the number of acetate groups should be expected than when TMPTA 
substitutes TPGDA.  With the same token it is obvious that TPGDA-based resists in general 
show higher acetate intensities.  
Young’s modulus: Figure 3-6 shows Young’s modulus as a function of cross-linking agent 
content for both PPGDA and TPGDA-based resists after UV curing. Increasing the cross-linking 
agent content from 0 to 49 wt% resulted in an increase in the Young’s modulus from 10±1.5 to 
215±20 MPa for PPGDA-based resists and from 582±40 to 873±86 MPa for TPGDA-based 
resists.  
It is noteworthy that TPGDA-based resists show significantly larger Young’s modulus 
compared to that of PPGDA-based resists. For cross-linked TPGDA-based resists Young’s 
modulus is expected to be larger due to shorter net chain length, i.e. the number of repeat units 
between the cross-links. Nevertheless, even without any cross-linking agent where only linear 
polymerization between oligomers can occur, TPGDA-based resist shows a larger Young’s 








Figure 3-5 (a) FTIR spectroscopy of the cured PPGDA based resists; arrow indicates the acetate 
peak at ~ 1240 cm
-
1, and (b) Acetate peak intensity increases by increasing cross-linking agent 
concentration for both PPGDA and TPGDA based resists. The increase is less pronounced in 
TPGDA based resists since its density of functional groups (Table 3-1) is almost on par with the 
cross-linking agent (TMPTA). 




Figure 3-6 Variations of Young’s modulus of the resists with cross-linking agent content. 
Young’s modulus of PPGDA based resists shows a larger dependency on cross-linking agent 
concentration. 
 
G. Malucelli et al. [88] reported an above room temperature glass transition for TPGDA 
(27.8 to 58.8
o
C) with no cross-linking agent while PPGDA cured with no cross-linking agent had 
a glass transition temperature (Tg) ranging from -60.4 to -36.2
o
C. Their observation was in line 
with Nielsen equation [91] correlating glass transition temperature with reciprocal of the chain 
length. This means at room temperature PPGDA with no cross-linking agent is in the rubbery 
state while TPGDA is in glassy state which justifies its larger Young’s modulus. Also, cross-
linking will cause the Tg of PPGDA-based resists to rise above room temperature moving from 
rubbery state to glassy state. This justifies the larger dependency of the Young’ modulus of 
PPGDA-based resists on cross-linking agent concentration.   
Surface energy of cured UV resists: DI water contact angle measurements were performed on 
flat surfaces of all the resists as well as silicon with applying 5 μL de-ionized water droplets. 
Contact angles were converted to the surface energy through Antonow’s method with a surface 
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tension of 71.97 mN/m
 
for water/air [92]. The results in Table 3-2 indicate that various PPGDA-
based resists have more or less similar surface energy with cross-linking agent content having 
little effect. TPGDA-based resists have a slightly larger surface energy in general. However, they 
also have similar surface energy irrespective of the amount of the cross-linking agent content. 
Therefore, the presumption of varying Young’s modulus with negligible change of resist 
chemistry was satisfied.  
3.3.2. Demolding force in UV-NIL  
 After characterizing resist properties, the resists were UV imprinted on a 2.5  2.5 cm
2
 
Si stamp fully covered with gratings of 5 m width, 15 m period and ~570 nm depth, and the 
corresponding demolding force was measured. Demolding force for both PPGDA and TPGDA-
based resists are plotted as a function of the corresponding Young’s modulus of the resists in 
Figure 3-7. Demolding force decreases with decreasing the cross-linking agent concentration due 
to the decreased Young’s modulus. The decreasing trend in demolding force becomes sharper as 
Young’s modulus becomes smaller, which can be quantitatively explained by looking at 
Equation (3-1). This fact along with slighter dependency of the Young’s modulus of TPGDA-
based resists on the cross-linking agent concentration accounts for the fact that the decrease in 
demolding force is much less pronounced for TPGDA-based resists. In this case demolding force 
decreases from 21.0 to 10.6 N by reducing the cross-linking agent concentration from 49 to 0 
wt%. A very similar trend was also observed when measuring demolding force on a blank silicon 
stamp where for instance demolding force dropped from 20 to 9.5 to N by decreasing the cross-
linking agent concentration from 49 to 0 wt% for PPGDA based resists. This indicates almost 





Figure 3-7 Demolding force shows a significant dependence on resist Young’s modulus. The 
dependence is more signified in PPGDA based resists which agrees with the trend of Young’s 
modulus variation by the cross-linking agent content. 
3.3.3.Pattern fidelity 
The cross-linking agent content has a double effect; the lower amounts of it reduce the 
demolding force but at the same time it impacts the strength of the resist. The use of a patterned 
silicon stamp instead of a blank stamp allows also for fidelity studies. 
 In order to ensure defect free imprinting and pattern fidelity, the patterns generated 
using different resist compositions were inspected by optical microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 3-8 shows SEM images of the 
silicon stamp along with the imprinted pattern in the PPGDA-based resist with no cross-linking 
agent and 2 wt% photoinitiator. Since this resist has the least strength due to the absence of any 
cross-linking agent it is supposed to be the most susceptible to defects and deformation. 
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However, our optical microscopy and SEM studies showed no defect in the imprinted patterns on 
this resist, nor did it indicate any significant and recurring defect in imprinted patterns in other 
resist compositions. Our AFM studies also proved very good fidelity of transferred patterns for 
all the resists. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the aspect ratio of our stamp (depth/width) is 
small and for high aspect ratio structures the lack of cross-linking agent might turn out to be 
detrimental to achieving defect tolerant imprinting. A resist with a small amount of cross-linking 
agent has a small Young’s modulus but at the same time it will be weaker in terms of strength. 
For instance PP98 with no cross-linking agent has a fracture stress of 0.9 MPa while PP49 with 
49 wt% cross-linking agent has a fracture stress of 10.5 MPa. On the other hand, when a larger 
amount of cross-linking agent is present not only the demolding force but also the internal 
stresses caused by the cure shrinkage of the resist increase [93].  
Demolding and shrinkage stresses can in turn result in the breakage of structures made 
of resists with high cross-linking agent content.  Therefore, in brief, for high aspect ratio 
structures there should be an optimum for cross-linking agent concentration. A more detailed 
investigation is presented in the next chapter to better understand the complex effect of cross-
linking agent concentration on adhesion, shrinkage and, therefore, successful demolding.  
From the present chapter this can be concluded that as long as fidelity requirements are 
met, the smallest amount of cross-linking agent can guarantee a small demolding force. A small 
demolding force will significantly lower the risk of losing the expensive stamp due to breakage 
during demolding. In addition, it is well known that a lightly cross-linked resist is more soluble. 
Therefore, in the event when the resist contaminates the stamp, a lightly cross-linked resist can 
be dissolved in the solvent easier and faster. Briefly, diffusion of the atoms (ions) of the solvent 




Figure 3-8 SEM images of; (a) silicon stamp, and (b) imprinted pattern on the PPGDA based 




Surface adhesion is well known to affect the demolding force. However, in fact it is the 
adhesion force that determines the demolding force. Adhesion force encompasses both surface 
energies and Young’s modulus of the resist/stamp system. Decreasing cross-linking agent 
content from 49 to 0 wt% decreases the Young’s modulus of PPGDA and TPGDA based resists 
while it does not have a  very significant effect on surface energy. The 21 times decrease in the 
Young’s modulus of PPGDA based resists reduces the demolding force almost by half. 
However, the effect of cross-linking agent was not as pronounced in the Young’s modulus and, 
therefore, demolding force in TPGDA based resists. This is due to the fact that uncross-linked 
PPGDA has a below room temperature Tg whereas TPGDA shows an above room temperature 
Tg and relatively large Young’s modulus even in the absence of any cross-linking agent due to its 



















Chapter 4 A simulation study on the effect of cross-linking agent 
concentration on the success of imprinting in UV nanoimprint 
lithography 
4.1. Introduction 
As explained in the previous chapter adhesion force can be theoritically related to both 












 RKFAdhesion   (4-1) 
where 
1221    ( 1  and 2  are surface energies of the two surfaces and 12  is the 
interface energy between them), R  is the effective radius of interface, and K  is the composite 






















1E , 2E , 1  and 2  are Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios of the two materials. One way 
to reduce adhesion and therefore enhance release properties is to lower surface energy (γ) by 
adding an anti-sticking agent to the resist composition or coating it on the stamp surface. This 
scheme has been vastly studied in the literature [7, 10, 12, 13, 56-59, 94]. The resist’s modulus is 
another determining factor that can impact the work of adhesion [95].  
   Another factor determining the success of demolding is UV polymerization stress. UV 
polymerization shrinkage occurs due to the shrinkage of resist resulting from the conversion of 
Van der Waals intermolecular interactions to dense covalent bonds upon curing. UV 
polymerization stress is a function of both shrinkage strain and Young’s modulus and can be 
roughly estimated by[93, 96]: 
                        ∫      
  
  
                                                                                         (4-3) 
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where, σsh is the polymerization shrinkage stress, E is the instantaneous resist’s modulus and εsh 
is the shrinkage strain.  
Among the three basic constituents of a UV resist system, the cross-linking agent content 
is the parameter that can mostly affect both adhesion force and the polymerization shrinkage 
stress by manipulating the cross-link density in the resist. An increased cross-link density 
increases the resist’s modulus and therefore the adhesion force unless the resist has a tendency to 
crystallize [97]. Resist shrinkage strain is also more or less linearly dependent on the cross-link 
density [98-101]. Consequently, increasing the cross-linking agent content in the resist 
composition increases the modulus and shrinkage strain at the same time and therefore has a 
twofold effect on the polymerization shrinkage stress, as can be seen in Equation (4-3).  
From the discussion above it appears that a resist with the lowest degree of cross-linking 
agent has the lowest resistance to being detached from the mold (so called demolding). This is 
indeed the case as shown in the previous chapter and also by Ye [18] and Jiang [19]. We showed 
in the previous chapter for a model UV resist that the least amount of cross-linking agent results 
in the smallest demolding force. Ye and Jiang also proved that partial curing of the resist, i.e. 
smaller cross-link density, lowers the demolding force. However, demolding force can be a 
misleading measure for the success of demolding for different resists. In fact, this is not only the 
stress of demolding that dictates the success of imprinting but the strength of the resist itself also 
plays a crucial role. An increased degree of cross-linking causes the demolding force to become 
larger as discussed but at the same time enhances the resist mechanical strength. Tsige et al.[102] 
showed through a molecular dynamic simulation that the failure stress of a cross-linked polymer 
has a power law dependency on the average cross-link density. Therefore, successful demolding 
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is dictated by the maximum demolding stress relative to the resist fracture stress as the content of 
cross-linking agent is increases.  
In thermal NIL it was found that there should be an optimum temperature at which 
demolding must be most successful with least damage possibility [25, 26]. In this chapter we 
made an attempt through numerical simulations to demonstrate the effect of cross-linking agent 
concentration on the success of demolding. The maximum stress the resist experiences during 
demolding was ascertained through numerical simulation. The maximum demolding stress was 
then normalized with respect to the resist fracture stress to compare resists with various cross-
linking agent concentration. Our findings indicate that there is also an optimum for the cross-
linking agent concentration. 
4.2. Experimental 
4.2.1. UV resists 
The UV resists were composed of polypropyleneglycol diacrylate (PPGDA) (Aldrich 
Co.) as the base, trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA) (Aldrich Co.) as the cross-linking 
agent and Irgacure 651 (Ciba Chem.) as a photo-initiator. The cross-linking agent has a similar 
molecular structure to the base oligomer but it has three vinyl groups which enables the 
formation of chain networks or cross-links during UV polymerization. All the chemicals were 
used as received without further purification. Four different compositions of this resist with 
varying amounts of cross-linking agent from 0 to 49 wt% were mixed (Table 4-1). We use a 
coding system indicated in Table 4-1 to refer to resists with various compositions. This system of 
coding is composed of two letters and two digits. The letters (PP) refer to the oligomer (PPGDA) 
and the digits show the amount of it in weight percent in the formulation. Although these resists 
were chosen as a model to draw general conclusions, the interest in using them is also justified 
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with the high flexibility of poly(propylene-glycol) (PPG) structure, good stability, hydrolysis 
resistance and also low viscosity [87, 88]. 
Table 4-1 Resists compositions, volumetric polymerization shrinkage (      friction coefficient 






























PP70 70 28 2 6.6±1.2 0.28±0.03 60.2±2.5 3.6±0.9 
PP49     49    49    2  10.1±1.3 0.20±0.04   215.3±20       10.5±2.3 
4.2.2. Shrinkage strain 
Global polymerization shrinkage of the resists upon UV curing was measured using a 
simple method suggested by Hudson et al. [103]. In this method a ~20 μL droplet of a resist is 
placed on a hydrophobic surface and the sessile volume of the droplet was measured before and 
after UV shining with a UV lamp at 1.8 W/cm
2
 intensity for 10 seconds. In order to exclude any 
evaporation contribution to the shrinkage measurements, the volume of a droplet of the uncured 
resists was measure over a 5 minute time period and showed no measurable change. Therefore, 
the decrease measured in the volume after curing is attributed to the cure shrinkage. The 
measured global shrinkage is shown in Table 4-1. This volumetric shrinkage was divided by 3 to 
be converted to linear shrinkage strain for simulation purposes. 
These measured shrinkage values were in a good agreement with those calculated using a 
semi-empirical formula in which the volume change per mole of acrylate is assumed to be 
constant [99, 104]: 
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xV                                                    (4-4)                         
where fi is the functionality of monomer i, mi the mole fraction of monomer i, Mi and xi the 
molecular mass and weight fraction of monomer i, and xmix and ρmix are the conversion and 
density of the monomer mixture. Assuming 100% conversion (χmix = 1) and using the empirical 
value of 20 cm
3
/mol for VC=C [98] and the information in Table 4-2 the theoretical shrinkage 
was calculated. The calculated theoretical shrinkage values are 4.8, 6.1, 7.9 and 10.4 % for PP98, 
PP88, PP70 and PP49, respectively which are consistent with the experimentally measured 
shrinkage values. 
Table 4-2 Chemical properties of the main components of the resists. 




Functionality Density of functional 
groups (number/kg) 
PPGDA ~900 1.01 2 2.2×NA
** 
TMPTA 296.32 1.1 3 10.1×NA 
* The values are obtained from the manufacturer’s specifications. 
** 
Avogadro’s number. 
4.2.3. Friction coefficients 
In order to obtain friction coefficients at the resist/stamp interface, friction force 
microscopy was conducted using a commercial atomic force microscopy (AFM, Agilent 5500). 
Conical silicon tips with a nominal tip radius 10-20 nm and a typical spring constant of 0.2 N/m 
(Budget Sensors, model All-in-one-al) coated with a fluorinated silane, tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-
tetrahydro-octyl-trichlorosilane (TFS, C8H4Cl3-F13Si) were used. The tips were silanized since in 
reality the silicon stamp is usually coated with a silane molecule to reduce adhesion. The details 
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of the measurement technique can be found elsewhere [105]. The measured friction coefficients 
are presented in Table 4-1.  
4.2.4. Tensile stress measurements 
The Young’s modulus and fracture stress of the cured UV resists were measured by 
tensile tests based on the German Industry Standard (DIN 53504). This standard is specifically 
useful in the analysis of rubbers and elastomers for tear strength, tensile strength, strain at break 
and stress values in a tensile test and was used successfully by Schneider et al. [89] to investigate 
the mechanical properties of silicones.  
Dumbbell shaped shoulder bars with the outer dimensions of 75 × 12.5 × 2 mm
3
 with the 
test section length and width of 20 × 4 mm
2
 were prepared by casting and curing the UV resists 
into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold. After curing, the sample bars were transferred to a 
tensile test machine (Testwork 5, MTS) where their force-displacement curves were measured at 
a strain rate of 0.1 mm/min, analogous to the rate of debonding experiments. A typical stress 
strain curve is shown in Figure 4-1. The Young’s modulus is obtained by the initial slope of the 
corresponding stress-strain curve and the fracture stress is the maximum stress experienced 
before the sample breaks. Four samples were tested and averaged to obtain the data for each 
resist (Table 4-1). 
4.2.5. Debonding tests 
The debonding tests were done on a 2.5  2.5 cm
2
 bare silicon wafer coated with TFS 
molecules in the vapor phase. This silane is widely used for silicon stamps in the NIL process to 
reduce adhesion at the stamp/resist interface during demolding. 20 μL of a UV-curable resist was 
dispensed on the surface of the TFS coated silicon. Then a 2.5  7.5 cm
2
 glass slide was 
concentrically placed on the silicon wafer. The glass slides were treated with oxygen plasma for 
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15 min at the power and gas pressure of 150 W and 250 mTorr, respectively, to enhance their 
adhesion to the resist. The silicon wafer was previously mounted on an aluminum mold bed 
using a commercial epoxy glue to fit into our tensile machine home-made fixtures. The resist 
was cured for 10 s by a UV flash-lamp at an intensity of 1.8 W/cm
2
 with the wavelength range of 
250-400 nm while applying a slight pressure to ensure a similar residual layer thickness for all 
samples (~1 μm as measured by AFM). 
 
Figure 4-1 Stress vs. strain curve for PP70. The resist shows hyperelastic behavior. The slope of 
the linear part of the curve accounts for the resist Young’s modulus and the maximum stress 
represents the resist failure stress. 
 
After curing, the assembly of aluminum/stamp/resist/slide glass was transferred to a 
modified mechanical tester (Testwork 5, MTS) which had a 34  2.5  0.5 cm
3
 transverse 
titanium bar attached to its crosshead. The slide glass was clamped to the transverse titanium bar. 
Then, tensile displacement at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/min was applied while the force response 
was measured by a load cell. Figure 4-2 shows a typical force-displacement curve obtained 
during debonding process. The debonding curve usually shows a distinct kink which corresponds 
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to the crack initiation point. The stress corresponding to this point is the crack initiation stress 
and the area beneath each curve accounts for the debonding energy. At least four tests were 
performed to account for the variations. The crack initiation stress and debonding energy for 
each resist are presented in Table 4-3.  
 
Figure 4-2 A typical load vs. extension graph for the debonding test of PP49 resist. Arrow 
indicates the crack initiation point and the area beneath the curve represents the debonding 
energy. The insert shows schematically the setup used for the debonding tests. 
 
Table 4-3 Crack initiation stress and interface debonding energy obtained from the debonding 
test for each resist. 
 PP98 PP88 PP70 PP49 












4.3. Numerical modeling 
The commercial finite element package ABAQUS Standard version 6.9-1 was used for 
the numerical simulations in order to find the maximum demolding stresses. A simple 2D model 
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shown in Figure 4-3 was used under plane stress assumption to represent a single channel of a 
given stamp. The plane stress assumption is justified by the fact that the resist can freely shrink 
in the direction perpendicular to the XY plane when a stamp with gratings is used. The model 
consists of a 2.5  2 μm
2
 silicon block with a 0.4  1 μm
2 
cavity. The resist completely fills the 
cavity and forms a 0.4 μm thick residual layer on top of the silicon stamp. Edges were rounded 
(R= 0.1 µm) to avoid singularity issues. The model was meshed using 4-node plane stress 
quadrilateral CPS4R elements. The element size was finer in the areas where preliminary results 
showed stress concentration occurred. Simulation was done in 2 steps.  In both of steps the stamp 
was constrained in all directions. In the first step a psuedo thermal shrinkage was applied to the 
resist to simulate the polymerization shrinkage upon cure while the resist was constrained in X 
direction along the edges, consistent with the boundary conditions previously used by Chan-Park 
[72]. In the second stage the resist was pulled out of the stamp cavity by applying a vertical 
displacement on the very top edge of the resist to simulate demolding. The mesh size was refined 
until convergence was achieved. The discretization erorr was estimated to be less than 3.5 %.  
4.3.1. Material parameter for simulation 
The silicon stamp was modeled as a fully elastic material with a Young’s modulus of 130 
GPa [47]. The resist, however, was modeled as a general incompressible, hyperelastic material. 
A two-parameter Mooney-Rivlin energy potential material model [106] was generated. Two-
parameter Mooney-Rivlin energy potential has the form; 
      (  ̅        (  ̅                                                                           (4-5)                                                                   
where, where C01 and C10 are material constants, and   ̅  and   ̅ are the first and the second 
invariant of the unimodular component of the left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor. The C01 
and C10 parameters can be approximated by:  
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C01 = 0.25 C10                                                                                                                                                         (4-6)                                                                                                                                                                                    
6 (C10+ C01) ≈ E                                                                                                               (4-7) 
where, E is the Young’s modulus. Therefore, if the Young’s modulus of a resist is known, then 
the C01 and C10 parameters can be readily obtained. 
 
Figure 4-3 FEM model and the boundary conditions. The interface between the resist (top) and 
silicon stamp (bottom) was modeled with cohesive zone elements. Simulation was done in 2 
steps. In the first step a psuedo thermal contraction was used to simulate polymerization 
shrinkage upon cure while the resist was constrained in X direction along the edges. In the 
second stage (demolding) the reist was pulled out of the stamp cavity by applying a vertical 
displacement on the very top edge of the resist. 
4.3.2. Interface elements 
In order to simulate the interface between the resist and stamp zero thickness cohesive 
elements were embedded in the model. Traction-separation behavior was assigned to the 




Figure 4-4 Loading and unloading behavior of the cohesive zone element used to simulate the 
resist/stamp interface. 
 
The element behaves elastically before reaching the maximum failure stress. In this 
region the unloading curve follows the path of loading. Beyond the failure stress, however, 
unloading at any point goes back to the origin and this is called the softening region. Therefore, 
in order to define an element’s behavior two parameters has to be input; the failure stress and the 
failure energy which is the area beneath the loading-unloading curve. Crack initiation stress 
measured experimentally was assigned to the elements to account for the failure stress and the 
debonding energy accounted for the failure energy.  
Mixed mode fracture behavior (modes I and II) was assumed in the model. Parameters 
for modes I and II were assumed to be similar for simplification. Maximum nominal stress (crack 
initiation stress) and interface energy (debonding energy) were respectively assumed as the 
damage initiation and failure criteria for the cohesive elements. The traction separation stiffness 
coefficient was adjusted to obtain convergence.  
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4.4. Results and discussion 
As indicated in the introduction section this is well understood that reducing the surface 
energy of resist/stamp interface by addition of an anti-sticking agent to the resist composition or 
applying it to the stamp surface renders the demolding easier and lowers the possibility of 
damaged features. In our previous study we emphasized the role of the cross-linking agent on 
increasing the demolding force [10]. However, demolding force per se may not be a good 
indication of the success of demolding although it has been widely used by other researchers as 
well [15, 18, 28, 107].  
The maximum demolding stress normalized with respect to the strength of the resist has 
to be a more appropriate indication of the superiority of each resist for successful demolding. 
Therefore, in this study the emphasis was put on evaluating the effect of cross-linking agent on 
the success of demolding based on the normalized stress concentration. To this end a model UV 
resist explained in the experimental section with various cross-linking agent concentrations was 
used to gain insight into the optimum resist composition for most successful demolding. The 
maximum stress experienced during demolding was determined through finite element 
simulations and then normalized by dividing by the fracture stress of the particular resist.  
The simulation was done in 2 steps. In the first step following the works of Chan-Park 
[72], Yeo [73] and Shibata [107] thermal contraction was used to simulate polymerization 
shrinkage caused by UV curing of the resist. A pseudo thermal expansion coefficient was 
assigned to the resist and the equivalent shrinkage strain (measured from the experiment) was 
applied by cooling down the assembly to an appropriate temperature. Von Mises stress 
distribution contour for the polymerization shrinkage (cure) stage is shown in Figure 4-5 where 
the maximum stress concentration occurs at the top corners of resist/stamp interface. The cure 
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stage was followed by the second step where the resist was withdrawn from the stamp; i.e. the 
demolding stage.  
The maximum overall stress occurs at almost the onset of the second stage (Figure 4-5) 
where the stress required to break the resist/stamp interfaces reaches its maximum and adds up to 
the shrinkage stress from the stage 1. Figure 4-6 shows the maximum local Von Mises stress for 
different resist compositions during the first (curing) and second (demolding) stages. For all the 
resists the maximum stress concentration happens in the second stage i.e. demolding. The 
contribution of the shrinkage stress to the overall stress concentration, however, becomes larger 
as more cross-linking agent is added. For PP49 resist with 49 wt% cross-linking agent 
concentration, for example, the major contribution to the demolding stress comes from the 
shrinkage step. This is justified by the fact that when more cross-linking agent is added both 
shrinkage strain and also Young’s modulus increase simultaneously resulting in a twofold 
increase in the shrinkage stress (see eq. 4-3) whereas the debonding stress as well as energy 
increase more or less linearly with addition of cross-linking agent. 
Eventually, the maximum overall demolding stress for each resist was normalized with 
respect to the measured resist fracture stress (Table 4-1). The smaller the normalized stress is, the 
less vulnerable the resist should be to damage during demolding. The normalized demolding 
stress for different resists for both curing and demolding stages is shown in Figure 4-7.   
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Figure 4-5 Von Mises stress evolution during cure and demolding. The first stage represents the 
stresses generated upon curing due to polymerization shrinkage. In the second stage of 
simulation (demolding) the internal stresses caused by polymerization shrinkage and also the 
stress required to break the resist/stamp interfaces add up to cause the largest local stress that 





Figure 4-6 The maximum local Von Mises stress each resist suffers during cure (the first stage) 
and demolding (second stage). As the cross-linking content increases in the resist composition, 
the cure stress due to polymerization shrinkage contributes a larger portion to the maximum local 
stress the resist experiences on demolding. This is evident by noticing the convergence of the 
stage 1 and 2 stresses as more cross-linking agent is added. 
 
If only the shrinkage stress was to be considered (stage 1 in Figure 4-7) the resist with the 
lowest amount of cross-linking agent should have been the most suited for demolding purposes. 
However, when the overall demolding stress is considered (stage 2 in Figure 4-7) addition of 28 
wt% cross-linking agent (PP70) reduces the normalized stress by half relative to the resist 
without any cross-linking agent (PP98), making the PP70 resist more apt for imprinting. 
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Interestingly, however, addition of even more cross-linking agent (i.e. PP49) increases the 
normalized stress, indicating that there should be an optimum for the cross-linking concentration 
which is in our resist system 28 wt%.   
It has to be noted that although in all cases the maximum demolding stress is larger than 
the resist failure stress, in reality that may not be the case. Here, the shrinkage is simulated by 
applying a thermal contraction. The thermal contraction times the resist Young’s modulus, 
therefore, accounts for the shrinkage stress.  In reality, however, the Young’s modulus of the 
resist is not a constant value and in fact starts at zero (liquid state) and eventually builds up to its 
final value upon UV curing. The simplification used to simulate the shrinkage stress will 
systematically result in excessive stress buildups but the results are still comparable to each 
other. The finding that there is an optimum amount of cross-linking agent can be justified by 
considering the changes in the normalized shrinkage stress and debonding stress with varying 
cross-linking agent concentrations. 
 
Figure 4-7 Maximum Von Mises stress normalized with respect to the resist fracture stress for 
the cure (stage 1) and demolding (stage 2). The demolding stage includes the stresses caused by 
the cure (stage 1) and the stress required to break the resist/stamp interfaces (adhesion). PP70 
shows the lowest maximum normalized demolding stress and therefore is supposed to be the 
most suitable resist for successful demolding. 
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In Figure 4-8 the shrinkage stress is approximated as the product of the Young’s modulus 
and shrinkage strain. The debonding stress is defined as the peak of the debonding curve (Figure 
4-2) divided by the total area. When the shrinkage and debonding stresses are normalized with 
respect to the resist fracture stress they show opposing trends. The normalized shrinkage stress 
increases by addition of more cross-linking agent whereas the normalized debonding stress 
decreases although they do not scale on the same order.  Normalized shrinkage stresses are larger 
by an order of 100 but in reality due to relaxation and the fact that Young’s modulus buildup is a 
gradual process and only reaches its final values near the end of polymerization, the shrinkage 
stresses will be way smaller than what is estimated from the equation 4-3. Overall, these 
opposing trends for normalized stresses of cure and debonding proves the existence of an 
optimum for cross-linking agent concentration.  
 
Figure 4-8 Shrinkage stress can be approximated by equation 4-3 as the product of the resist 
Young’s modulus (E) and shrinkage strain (    . When this is normalized by the resist fracture 
stress the same trend as the stage 1 of simulation is obtained. However, normalized debonding 
stress (σDe) shows quite the opposite trend as it decreases by adding more cross-linking agent. 




An attempt was also made to directly prove our findings through experimentation. In 
order to do so, different silicon stamps fully covered with gratings with the channel width of 5 
μm and period of 15 μm and various depths were fabricated through conventional lithography 
process and reactive ion etching. Details for stamp fabrication can be found elsewhere [108]. We 
found out for the stamp depth of 4.5 μm (aspect ratio of ~1), all the resists can be successfully 
imprinted provided that the stamp is silanized with tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydro-octyl-
trichlorosilane (C8H4F13SiCl3) silane molecules. However, when the stamp is not silanized the 
resist with no cross-linking agent (PP98) will suffer serious defects after demolding. Figure 4-9 
shows a typical imprint of the silicon stamp using PP98 where broken and damaged structures 
are clearly seen. The rest of the resists were successfully imprinted. This obviously proves that 
some content of cross-linking agent is necessary for successful imprinting although the resist 
with the lowest or no cross-linking agent has a smaller demolding force [95]. 
 
Figure 4-9 Cracked and failed channels imprinted using PP98 resist on the 4.5µm deep silicon 
stamp. The other resists were imprinted successfully. 
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Another stamp with a depth of ~33 μm (aspect ratio of ~6) was used to confirm indeed 
there is an optimum for resist composition. All the resists failed the criteria for successful 
demolding even when the stamp was silanized. However, qualitatively they showed a clear 
distinction. Figure 4-10 a and b show representative imprints using PP70 and PP49, respectively. 
Using PP70 resist broken and delaminated structures were dispersed throughout the imprint 
whereas using the PP40 resist a very larger number of structures were damaged. From this it can 
be inferred that PP70 is more suitable for successful demolding than PP49, corroborating our 
simulation results. 
Figure 4-10 When a silicon stamp with an aspect ratio of 6 was used none of the resists could be 
imprinted successfully. However, the defects were significantly less observed when the PP70 
resist was used (left image) compared to the PP45 resist (right image). 
4.5. Conclusion  
 We have employed FEM simulation and a model UV resist to determine the optimal 
cross-linking agent concentration for most successful imprinting that leads to least possibility for 
damaged features in UV NIL. The maximum stress concentration occurs at the top corners of the 
resist where it is in touch with the stamp protrusions. The stress is caused by the polymerization 
shrinkage of the resist during cure and also the adhesion between the resist and stamp that has to 
be overcome upon demolding. The cross-linking agent content determines the polymerization 
shrinkage stress, adhesion stress as well as the fracture stress of the resist. The stress generated 
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due to polymerization shrinkage and adhesion increases as the cross-linking agent content is 
increased. The main contribution to the maximum stress generated comes from the 
polymerization shrinkage and its contribution becomes even larger when the resist contains more 
cross-linking agent. At the same time, however, when the cross-linking agent content is 
increased in the resist composition, the resist shows a larger fracture stress. By normalizing the 
stress concentration upon cure and demolding by the fracture stress of the resist the following 
was found. If only the polymerization shrinkage stress (cure stress) was to be considered the 
resist with the lowest cross-linking agent would show the least normalized stress. However, 
when both cure and demolding stresses are considered, it was found that there is an optimal 













Chapter 5 Assessment of the influence of shrinkage stress on demolding, an 
experimental approach 
5.1. Introduction 
Numerous efforts have been made to make the demolding process easier with the main 
goal being the reduction in adhesion at the resist/stamp interface. These efforts include 
modification of stamp’s surface properties to achieve low surface energy [12, 13, 64] as well as 
development of new resists with anti-adhesive properties [7, 8]. However, it is not only the 
adhesion at the resist/stamp interface that produces stress during demolding. The force applied to 
the sidewalls of stamp structures by resist shrinkage occurring during UV curing also contributes 
to demolding force.  
There are several methods to experimentally measure the in-plane stress of a thin layer of 
a thermo/UV setting polymer. A bilayer system can be used where the resist is cured in 
association with a metal substrate and stress is evaluated using the deflection of the substrate 
[109], or  a strain gauge [110]. A variant of this technique is the layer removal method [111] 
which consists of removing thin uniform layers followed by the measurement of the change in 
the curvature of the substrate on which the resist was cured to account for the stress distribution 
throughout the thickness. The sensitivity of these methods is undermined by the fact that the 
stress exerted should be large enough to elastically bend the substrate. Besides, coating the 
substrate with a uniform layer of low viscosity polymer can be a non-trivial task. An alternative 
method was developed by Lange et al. and involves measuring the development of resist’s 
modulus and polymerization shrinkage over time using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 
[93, 96].  Following the uniaxial Hook’s law one obtains:  
    ∫      
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where, σsh is the polymerization shrinkage stress, E is the instantaneous resist’s modulus and εsh 
is the shrinkage strain.  However, the evolution of strain, modulus and resultant shrinkage stress 
is complex and varies for different polymerization systems, polymer compositions and curing 
protocols [93, 96, 104, 112-114]. Lang et al. [93, 96] have shown shrinkage stress during UV 
curing does not start to build up before the gelation point (point at which the polymer starts to 
build up a modulus) is reached. They have proved that stepwise polymerization where gelation is 
experienced normally at about 60% of conversion [115] yields a lower polymerization shrinkage 
than chainwise mechanism where gelation normally happens at below 5% of conversion [116]. 
In addition, Lu et al. [114] showed that final polymerization shrinkage also depends on the 
curing technique. They have proved that pulse UV curing results in specimens with reduced final 
conversion and shrinkage stress, compared with specimens cured according to the standard full-
intensity protocol.  
Therefore, detailed DMA data is required for each resist cured under conditions identical 
to that of UV imprinting to account for polymerization shrinkage stress through this method. 
Nevertheless, the stress measured by all these methods represents the in-plane residual stress in 
the polymer and does not account for geometric confinements.  In real UV-NIL process in which 
the resist is locally confined within the stamp features shrinkage has a dual effect. The inward 
shrinkage of the resist within the stamp cavities helps break the sidewalls as suggested by Chan-
Park [72] (see Figure 5-1 a) in a simulation. Nevertheless, shrinkage can also push the resist 
against the sidewalls of the stamp. Worgull [117] and Guo [118] showed through a simulation 
that in thermal-NIL shrinkage (of the residual layer) proceeds towards the center of the stamp 
geometry. The existence of a normal compressive force on the sidewalls of the stamp in thermal 
NIL has also been experimentally suggested by some researchers [17, 77]. This can be the case 
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in UV-NIL, too. The shrinkage of the residual layer can exert a force on the sidewalls of the 
stamp features as shown in Figure 5-1 c. Therefore, the actual shrinkage stress acting on the 
sidewalls of the features in UV NIL is always the result from the shrinkage of the resist within 
the cavities and the residual layer.     
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic view of resist/stamp system (RL: the residual layer). (①) top, (②) 
sidewall and (③) bottom interfaces. Two stamps with depths of 570nm and 4.5μm were used. 
(a) Shrinkage  proceeds towards the center of the stamp. (b) The shrinkage of the resist in the 
cavities helps break the sidewalls. (c) The shrinkage of the residual layer exerts an outward stress 
on the sidewalls of the stamp resisting the demolding. (d) Force balance of demolding under a 
pseudo quasi static assumption. Frictional and adhesion forces resist demolding. 
 
In chapter 4 following the work by Chan-Park [72] we approximated the polymerization 
shrinkage stress by a linear Hookian approximation. This can be an acceptable approximation as 
long as comparing resists is concerned. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no 
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attempt to experimentally determine the stress by polymerization shrinkage in the actual UV-NIL 
system applied on the sidewalls where the boundary conditions adopted in the simulation also 
play a crucial role. As mentioned earlier there are contradictory boundary conditions used for 
simulating the NIL process. Finding the most realistic boundary conditions and also the ability to 
decouple the contribution of polymerization shrinkage stress from the overall measured 
demolding force will help design stamp geometries and engineer resist compositions leading to a 
successful demolding in UV-NIL. 
In this study, we used silicon stamps to imprint a resist with UV light and then measured 
the force required to separate the stamp from the molded structure (so called demolding force). 
Using stamps with various structure heights, measuring the friction coefficients and constructing 
a force balance under pseudo quasi-static conditions between the demolding force on one hand 
and adhesion and shrinkage forces on the other hand at the point of demolding, we attempted to 
measure the mean force exerted by polymerization shrinkage during UV curing. Stamps with 
different structures (pillars or gratings with varying structure heights) and also resists with 
various chemical compositions were used to systematically investigate the effect of structure and 
composition on the stress exerted by polymerization shrinkage.     
5.2. Analysis 
This section describes in detail how the mean polymerization shrinkage stress exerted on 
the sidewalls of the stamp structures can be decoupled from the overall measured demolding 
force. Demolding is the process to overcome all the chemical and mechanical interactions at the 
resist/stamp interface that have been formed by the process parameters and materials involved. In 
our analysis it is assumed that demolding occurs in an abrupt fashion and normal to the stamp 
plane and also that before demolding happens a pseudo quasi-static equilibrium condition exists.  
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In addition, for the sake of simplicity the following assumptions were adopted: 
1- The effect of roughness on actual surface area was neglected.  
2-  The effect of out-of-plane stress on the very bottom interface in the stamp cavities 
(Figure 5-1 b) was ignored.     
The assumption 2 could render the results somewhat inaccurate in terms of exact 
magnitude of shrinkage stress values. However, since the out-of-plane stress is supposed to help 
loosen the bottom interface, considering this effect in our analysis will only systematically add 
up to the magnitude of the shrinkage stress on the sidewalls and does not change the general 
trend. Then, the force balance in the vertical direction to the substrate surface states that 
demolding force ( DemoldingF ) can simply be described as the sum of adhesion force at the 
horizontal resist/stamp interfaces ( horizontalAdhesionF , ) and friction force at vertical sidewalls (Figure 
5-1 d). Friction force acts alongside the vertical sidewalls and is the normal force acting at the 
sidewall interfaces times static friction coefficient (  ). There are two possible physical 
mechanisms to exert the normal force at the sidewall interfaces during UV-NIL; adhesion force 
at the sidewall interface ( sidewallsAdhesionF , ) and the force generated by polymerization shrinkage of 
the resist during UV curing ( ShrinkageF ). Although UV polymerization is an exothermic process, 
the thermal shrinkage is negligible due to fast thermal dissipation when a relatively thin layer of 
resist is cured upon a silicon stamp [119]. This analysis leads to the following equation: 
      )( ,, ShrinkagesidewallsAdhesionhorizontalAdhesionDemolding FFFF                                      (5-1) 
The resultant ShrinkageF  is a compromise between the shrinkage of the resist residual layer 
pushing the resist against the stamp sidewalls and the shrinkage of the resist within the cavities 
themselves tending to break the resist/stamp interface as shown in Figure 5-1. ShrinkageF  gains a 
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positive value when the force is toward the shrinkage center. A positive ShrinkageF  indicates that 
the shrinkage force applied by the residual layer is larger than the force of shrinkage of the resist 
within the stamp cavities and thus the resist is pushed against the stamp sidewalls. 
In this study the term Shrinkage  is used to refer to the resultant mean polymerization 
shrinkage stress exerted on the sidewalls i.e. the overall shrinkage caused by the residual layer 
and resist in the cavities. A positive sign for Shrinkage  
will be indicative of the fact that inward 
stress caused by shrinkage within the stamp cavities is smaller than the outward stress exerted by 
the residual layer and the resist is pushed against the sidewalls. We start with assuming a positive 
sign for Shrinkage  and then explain why a negative sign cannot be true. Therefore, for a given 
number of sidewalls ( Sidewallsn ) of periodic gratings with the depth and length of respectively 







  (5-2) 
Where, Adhesion  is the mean force of adhesion per unite area, topA  and bottomA  are the total 
areas of top and bottom interfaces, and sidewallsA  is the total area of sidewall interfaces between 
the stamp and resist. The equation (5-2) shows a linear relationship between DemoldingF  and
SidewallD . The shrinkage stress Shrinkage  is supposed to act on only half of the sidewalls since 
shrinkage stress in the residual layer exerts only on the sidewall opposing it in each cavity. 
Therefore, by measuring DemoldingF  
for stamps with identical structures but different depths and 
knowing the geometry of stamp structures and   at the resist/stamp interface, Adhesion  and 
Shrinkage  can readily be obtained from the intercept and slope of a linear fit between DemoldingF  and 
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SidewallD . It should be emphasized that the polymerization shrinkage stress can locally vary across 
the stamp as shown by Guo et al. from a numerical simulation of thermal nanoimprint 
lithography process [118] and therefore the values obtained from our method only account for 
the mean polymerization shrinkage stress on the entire sidewalls existing in the stamp used.   
5.3. Experimental 
5.3.1 UV resists 
 In order to investigate the effect of polymerization shrinkage of resist during UV curing 
on the overall demolding force in UV-NIL, we used a model UV resist system containing 
polypropyleneglycol diacrylate (PPGDA) as base, trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA) as 
cross-linking agent, and Irgacure 651 as photo-initiator. Three different compositions were 
mixed with varying PPGDA concentrations of 98, 70 and 49 wt%, referred to as PP98, PP70 and 
PP49, respectively. PP refers to PPGDA and the digits next to it refer to the PPGDA 
concentration (wt%) in the resist composition. The photo-initiator concentration was kept at 2 
wt% for all resists. Some chemical properties of the resist components are displayed in Table 
5-1. The resists were characterized by measuring the shrinkage strain, water contact angle and 
Young’s modulus as follows. 
Table 5-1 Chemical property of the main components of the resists. 




Functionality Density of functional 
groups (number/kg) 
PPGDA ~900 1.01 2 2.2×NA
** 
TMPTA 296.32 1.1 3 10.1×NA
** 
* The values are obtained from the manufacturer’s specifications. 
** 
Avogadro’s number.  
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5.3.2 Shrinkage strain 
Global polymerization shrinkage of the resists upon UV curing was measured using a 
simple method suggested by Hudson et al. [103]. In this method a ~20 μL droplet of a resist is 
placed on a hydrophobic surface and the sessile volume of the droplet was measured before and 
after UV shining with a UV lamp with a power of 1.8 W/cm
2
 for 10 seconds. In order to exclude 
any evaporation contribution to the shrinkage measurements, the volume of a droplet of uncured 
resists was measure over a 5 minute time period and showed no significant change. Therefore, 
the decrease measured in the volume after curing is all caused by the shrinkage during curing. 
The standard deviation of our measurements was than ±1.4. 
5.3.3 Surface energy 
Static contact angles on the surfaces of cured resists were measured by a contact angle 
analyzer (FTA 125, First Ten Angstroms Inc.). Typically, 5 μL of deionized water was dispensed 







PP70 and PP49 resists, respectively. The contact angles reported are the average of at least three 
measurements and reproducible within ±3
o
.  
5.3.4 Young’s modulus 
 Young’s modulus of cured UV resists was measured by tensile tests based on the 
German Industry Standard (DIN 53504). This standard is specifically useful in the analysis of 
rubbers and elastomers for tear strength, tensile strength, strain at break and stress values in a 
tensile test and was used successfully by Schneider et al. [89] to investigate the mechanical 
properties of silicones. Dumbbell shaped shoulder bars with the outer dimensions of 75 × 12.5 × 
2 mm
3
 with the test section length and width of 20 × 4 mm
2
 were prepared by casting and curing 
the UV resists into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold while the mold was capped with a 
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glass slide. It should be noted that even though the samples employed in the tensile test were 
rather thick, the high power of the UV light (~1.8 W/cm
2
) allowed for curing the thick sections 
of the samples. After curing, the sample bars were transferred to a tensile test machine (Testwork 
5, MTS) where their force-displacement curves were measured at a strain rate of 0.1 mm/min, 
analogous to the rate of demolding experiments. The Young’s modulus value was obtained by 
the initial slope of the corresponding stress-strain curve where it still behaves linearly (Figure 
5-2). Four samples were tested and averaged to obtain the Young’s modulus for each resist. The 
results were reproducible within 2.5MPa. 
 
Figure 5-2 The stress vs. strain curve for PP70. The resist shows hyperelastic behavior and the 
Young’s modulus is extracted from the linear portion of the curve. 
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5.3.5 Friction coefficients  
In order to obtain friction coefficients at the resist/stamp interface, friction force 
microscopy was conducted using a commercial atomic force microscopy (AFM, Agilent 5500). 
Conical silicon tips with a nominal tip radius 10-20 nm and a typical spring constant of 0.2 N/m 
(Budget Sensors, model All-in-one-al) were used. Prior to the measurements, AFM silicon tips 
were scanned over a silicon wafer for 15 min to make sure no more blunting of the tip would 
take place during friction test experiments. Subsequently, the tips were coated with a fluorinated 
silane (C8H4Cl3-F13Si), which is the same silane molecule we used as an anti-adhesive layer for 
our silicon stamps. The static friction coefficients were determined by measuring lateral 
cantilever deflection at the onset of sliding (Figure 5-3).  
 
Figure 5-3 Lateral deflection of the AFM cantilever in volts versus sliding distance for a 




The lateral deflection is measured in volts (V) by the AFM photo detector. The lateral 
deflection in V is converted to the unit of force by a method suggested in Ref. [120]. In this 
method the lateral deflection of a cantilever in V is converted to Newton (N) by determining a 
lateral sensitivity factor having a unit of N/V. Lateral sensitivity factor is determined by scanning 
the tip over a surface with a known friction coefficient. A (100) silicon wafer was used as the 
surface with a known friction coefficient. At room temperature silicon (100) scanned by a silicon 
tip (μSi-Si) has a friction coefficient of 0.18±0.03 as reported by Buenviaje et al. [120]. Using this 
friction coefficient the cantilever lateral sensitivity can be obtained. However, in our case we 
needed to dismount the AFM tip to silanize it. Removing and re-installing the tip causes the 
lateral sensitivity factor to change due to the fact that the laser beam might not be placed at the 
exact same location on the cantilever. To tackle this issue we needed to know the friction 
coefficient of bare silicon over silanized silicon and used that for calibration.  Therefore, first 
bare silicon tips (non-silanized) were calibrated by scanning over a bare (100) silicon wafer 
thoroughly cleaned in acetone, isopropanol and de-ionized water (each for 15 min). After tips 
were calibrated, the friction coefficient between the bare silicon tip and a salinized silicon wafer 
(with C8H4Cl3-F13Si self-assemble molecules) was measured to be 0.07±0.02. This was the 
friction coefficient between silanized silicon and bare silicon. Therefore, this value was used to 
find the lateral sensitivity factor of the silicon tip after silanization by scanning over a bare (100) 
silicon wafer.  Once the lateral sensitivity is known, the lateral deflection of cantilever over any 
given surfaces can be converted to force. The lateral deflection was measured for various normal 
loads applied and converted to force. Normal loads typically ranged from 10-40 nN. Friction and 
normal forces are related through the well-known Amonton’s law of dry friction: 
                                                                                                                          (5-3) 
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where Ff is the friction force, μ is the friction coefficient and FN is the normal load. Therefore, by 
constructing a linear fit between Ff versus FN the slope will be the friction coefficient (Figure 
5-4).  
 
Figure 5-4 A typical friction force versus applied normal load regression used to calculate the 
friction coefficient. Following the Amonton’s friction law the slope corresponds to friction 
coefficient. 
The canning was done at a rate of 1 Hz along the fast scan axis and a scan size of 5 × 5 
μm
2
. Two tips were used and the results were averaged to account for the measurement errors. 
The standard deviation of measurements was ±0.05. Although the exact measurement of the 
static friction coefficient can be disturbed by surface roughness, the friction coefficient can still 
be used as a reasonable estimate.    
5.3.6 UV-NIL and demolding force measurements 
For UV-NIL and demolding force measurements, four 1 × 1 in
2
 stamps with different 
geometries and depths were fabricated by photolithography and reactive ion etching. One stamp 
was simply a blank silicon wafer. Two of the stamps, however, were fully covered with gratings 
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with the same width and period (5 μm and 15 μm, respectively) but with two different depths; 
570±40 nm and 4.5±0.2 μm. The fourth stamp was fully covered with 5 × 5 μm
2
 pillars with a 
depth of 482±54 nm. Details of the stamp fabrication are described in our previous paper [25]. 
The silicon stamps were mounted on aluminum mold beds using an epoxy adhesive which fit 
into the tensile machine fixtures. Prior to test each resist, all the stamps were coated with 
C8H4Cl3-F13Si silane molecules in the vapor phase in order to reduce their surface energy. The 
water contact angle of the silanized silicon stamp surface did not significantly change even after 
20 imprints, indicating that the silane coating is stable and is not detached from the stamp surface 
during demolding.  
For UV-NIL, 1  3 in
2
 glass slides were used as substrate. The glass slides were 
previously treated with oxygen plasma for 15 min at the power and gas pressure of 150 W and 
250 mTorr, respectively, to enhance its adhesion to the polymer. 20-25 μL of a UV-curable resist 
was manually dispensed on the surface of the stamp. Then the slide glass was concentrically 
placed on the stamp. Curing was done for 10 s by a UV flash-lamp at an intensity of 1.8 W/cm
2
 
with the wavelength range of 250-400 nm while applying a slight pressure of ~100 mbar to 
ensure complete filling of the stamp cavities and also similar residual layer thickness for all 
samples (~1 μm as measured by AFM). Usually, free radical polymerization is susceptible to the 
presence of oxygen. However, in our case the resist is isolated from exposure to oxygen during 
curing because the resist layer is sandwiched by the glass substrate on the top and Si stamp on 
the bottom. Therefore, it is expected that oxygen inhibition does not significantly affect the 
curing process. After imprinting, the assembly of aluminum mold bed/stamp/resist/slide glass 
was transferred to the MTS machine. The slide glass was clamped to the upper traverse. Then, 
tensile displacement at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/min was applied while the force response was 
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measured by a load cell. Imprinting and demolding stages are schematically shown in Figure 5-5 
a. The force-distance response during demolding was recorded with a mechanical tester (MTS, 
Testwork 5). For each resist at least 4 successful demolding force measurements were performed 
and the results were averaged. A typical force-distance demolding curve is shown in Figure 5-5 
b. The extension mainly comes from the elongation of the fixtures of the MTS machine. A slight 
feature seen around 6 N in the force-distance curve can be attributed to the crack initiation point. 
From the measured force-distance curve, demolding force was taken from the peak of the curve.  
 
Figure 5-5 (a) Schematic views of UV-NIL and demolding force measurement: 1) the stamp 
mounted on the aluminum mold beds, 2) dispensed resist, 3) UV curing and 4) demolding; (b) a 




5.4. Results and discussion 
The strain of polymerization shrinkage and friction coefficients between the fully cured 
resist and Si surface coated with an anti-adhesive silane measured by AFM are shown in Table 
5-2.  
Table 5-2 Resists compositions, polymerization shrinkage (             Friction coefficient (μ), 
Young’s modulus (E), adhesion stress ( Adhesion ) and shrinkage stress ( Shrinkage ) on the sidewalls 



















PP98 98 0 2 5.2 0.37 10.4 14.9±3.3 62.1±16.4 
PP70 70 28 2 6.6 0.28 60.2 21.5±3.8 147.0±57.2 
PP49 49 49 2 10.1 0.20 215.3 29.9±5.3 498.1±98.4    
*Photo-initiator: Irgacure 651. 
**Friction coefficient measured using AFM with silicon tips coated with silane.  
 
The resist shrinkage increases almost linearly with increasing cross-linking agent content. 
These measured shrinkage values were in a good agreement with those calculated using a semi-














xVShrinkage                                                                (5-4)                             
where fi is the functionality of monomer i, mi the mole fraction of monomer i, Mi and xi the 
molecular mass and weight fraction of monomer i, and xmix and ρmix are the conversion and 
density of the monomer mixture. Assuming 100% conversion (χmix=1) and using the empirical 
value of 20 cm
3
/mol for VC=C [98] and the information in Table 5-1 the theoretical shrinkage 
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was measured. The theoretical shrinkage is 4.8, 7.9 and 10.4% for PP98, PP70 and PP49 resists, 
respectively.  
Figure 5-6 shows measured DemoldingF  as a function of the depth of grating stamps for 
different resists. Irrespective of the resist compositions, DemoldingF  
almost linearly increases with 
the stamp depth. Since the dimensions of the stamp with grating structures ( Sidewallsn =3387, 
GratingsL =2.54×10
-2
, 241045.6 mAA BottomTop
 ) and friction coefficients are known, Adhesion  
and Shrinkage  were obtained from a linear fit between DemoldingF  and SidewallD  for each resist 
composition using equation 5-2. The values are presented in Table 5-2. The shrinkage stress is 
generally larger than adhesion stress. Therefore, if a negative sign was to be assigned to Shrinkage  
in equation 5-2, the shrinkage stress should have broken the sidewall interfaces and released 
them from the stamp. If that was to be the case, the demolding force for stamps with different 
depths (570nm and 4.5μm) should have been the same. However, demolding force clearly 
increases with increasing the depth of the stamps and this corroborates our assumption of 
assigning a positive sign to Shrinkage  
in equation 5-2. 
We also repeated the same procedure to measure the shrinkage stress when a stamp with 
pillar structures is used. The state of shrinkage stress is more complex around pillars due to the 
presence of radial and hoop stresses. Our analysis is incapable of resolving hoop and radial 
stresses and the stresses obtained should be considered as an average of both. Figure 5-7 plots 
Adhesion  and Shrinkage  versus cross-linking agent content of resists for two different stamp 
structures; gratings and pillars. Adhesion  
increases with increasing cross-linking agent content 
from 14.9±3.3 to 29.9±5.3 kN/m
2
 and shows the same trend for both pillars and grating stamps.  
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Researchers have reported contradictory results for the effect of crosslinking on adhesion. 
Houle et al.[13] show that a higher degree of crosslinking leads to a larger energy required to 
break the interface between glass and the resist but their findings contradicts what has been 
found earlier by Ahagon et al. [121] where they reported a decrease in surface adhesion with 
degree of crosslinking. 
 
Figure 5-6 Demolding force versus depth of a grating stamp for resists with different cross-
linking agent content. The slope and intercept were used to calculate adhesion and shrinkage 
force per unit area through equation 5-2. 
 
Houle et al. attributed the increasing trend of adhesion force with the degree of 
crosslinking to chemical interactions between the resists and the anti-adhesion layer. In our case 
we believe the increase in Adhesion  with different resists can be attributed to both different elastic 
modulus of the resists and a slight difference in surface energies as described in Chapter 2. Chan 
et al. [16] also in a study demonstrated that substituting the rigid stamp with a soft stamp can 
drastically lower the force required for separation. A softer stamp should essentially have the 




Figure 5-7 Adhesion and shrinkage force per area for grating and pillar stamps versus cross-
linking agent concentration. Shrinkage force per area increases at a much higher rate than 
adhesion does. 
 
In our study the resist’s elastic modulus, measured in accordance with the DIN 53504 
standard, increases from 10.4±1.5 to 215.3±20.6 MPa by addition of 49 wt% crosslinking agent 
(see Table 5-2). This is also noteworthy that the friction coefficient at the resist/Si interface 
decreases with increasing cross-linking agent content. This is because the elastic modulus of the 
resist and stamp also affects the friction coefficient [122]. Even though adding more cross-
linking agent slightly reduces the friction coefficient, the resultant shrinkage increases the overall 
normal force applied to the sidewalls. 
For both stamp structures, Shrinkage  is larger than Adhesion . In addition, a stamp with pillar 
structures leads to a larger Shrinkage  than that with gratings with similar dimensions. The reason 
for this could be the fact that in grating structures the resist can freely shrink in the direction 
parallel to the gratings whereas in pillar structures shrinkage in all directions is hindered by 
pillars. At low cross-linking agent content, contribution of Adhesion  
is still comparable to 
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Shrinkage ,  However, as the cross-linking agent content increases, Shrinkage  increases at a 
significantly higher rate than Adhesion .  
The ability to decouple contributions of Adhesion  and Shrinkage  from the total demolding 
force not only enables in-depth understanding of the physics behind the UV-NIL process, it also 
suggests an important strategy to achieve high aspect ratio patterns by UV-NIL. Most efforts to 
improve demolding in UV-NIL have focused on reducing adhesion at the resist/stamp interface. 
However, for high aspect ratio patterning where resist/stamp sidewall interface area is 
comparable and even larger than horizontal interfaces efforts to reduce Adhesion  and Shrinkage  
need to be combined. Our experimental results in this chapter also confirm the existence of an 
optimum for the cross-linking agent concentration although the optimum is not as pronounced as 
it was in the simulation study in the last chapter. Sum of adhesion and shrinkage stresses are 
normalized with respect to the fracture stress for each resist and are shown in Figure 5-8.  
 
Figure 5-8 Normalized maximum stress obtained from experiment and modified boundary 
conditions applied to the simulations in Chapter 4 keeping everything else the same. 
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On the other hand, the experimental results suggest that the resultant stresses on the 
sidewalls are compressive. This proves the boundary conditions initially used by Chan-Park [72]  
and adopted by us in Chapter 4 to be inaccurate. More realistic boundary conditions can be 
achieved by releasing the constraint in X direction in either ends of the resist as shown in Figure 
5-9. Such boundary conditions have already been used by Worgull [117], Guo [118] and Song 
[26] for thermal NIL. Adopting the new boundary conditions a compressive force will be applied 
to half of the sidewalls when the resist shrinks in X direction. Nevertheless, applying the new 
boundary conditions and keeping everything else the same for the simulation study done in 
Chapter 4, an optimum is again observed at 70 wt% concentration of the cross-linking agent 
(Figure 5-9).  
 
Figure 5-9 Modified boundary conditions to better represent the compressive force applied to 
sidewalls as the resist shrinks. Notice that compared to the simulation in Chapter 4, the constraint 




A simple approach was adopted to account for the polymerization shrinkage stress 
applied to the stamp sidewalls in UV-NIL. Overall shrinkage stress exerted on the sidewalls of 
the stamp features was indirectly measured by knowing the stamp geometry and measuring the 
demolding force and friction coefficient. The results indicate that although shrinkage of the resist 
within the cavities should help break the sidewall interfaces between the stamp and resist, 
perhaps due to the shrinkage of the residual layer the resist is pushed against the sidewalls of the 
stamp and, therefore, shrinkage does not break the resist sidewalls free of the stamp. Increasing 
the crosslinking agent content significantly increases the shrinkage force exerted normal to the 
sidewalls both in terms of magnitude and also its magnitude compared to the adhesion stress. It 
was also found that since the resist can freely shrink in one direction when a stamp covered with 
gratings is used, the shrinkage stress is generally smaller for a stamp covered with gratings 












Chapter 6 An investigation into the role of self-assembled monolayers of 
silane in UV nano-imprint lithography 
6.1. Introduction 
UV Nano-Imprint Lithography (in short UV NIL) is a variant of the nanoimprint 
lithography technique initially developed by Chou group [1, 2]. It offers a low cost, high 
throughput technique to replicate micro/nano patterns with potential applications in optics, 
electronics, bio-devices and microchips. Enjoying advantages such as lower viscosity of most 
UV curable resists (ensuring complete filling of the features of the master stamp) and also fast 
curing properties, UV NIL rivals its counterpart thermal NIL. UV NIL utilizes the change in the 
viscosity of a polymeric resist upon UV irradiation to replicate micro/nano patterns from a 
master stamp. However, since most UV resists are based on adhesive materials such as epoxy 
and acryl, the biggest challenge in UV-NIL is the de-molding step, a process to remove the 
master stamp from the molded resist where imprint defects or structural failure can be generated.  
A number of works have been reported to understand and improve the de-molding 
process in UV-NIL. One scheme to improve de-molding relies on the development of new 
imprint resists mostly containing fluorinated compounds to lower the surface energy and 
therefore impart good anti-sticking properties [6-11, 95, 123]. Moreover, improved stamps can 
also lower the de-molding force. Stamps made of materials with low surface adhesion are 
expected to enhance the release properties [10, 15]. Modified stamp geometries can also help de-
molding. At least in the case of thermal NIL it has been proven that stamps with tapered and 
smooth sidewalls result in a smaller de-molding force [17, 124]. X. Ye et al. [18]  and W. Jiang 
et al. [19] also investigated the effect of UV exposure time on de-molding force and found that 
partial curing of the UV resist lowers the de-molding force. Among all these schemes application 
of an anti-sticking layer (ASL) on the stamp is the most conventional remedy to enhance de-
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molding properties by lowering the interface energy between stamp and resist [6, 12-14, 64]. 
Lowering the interface energy can significantly improve the de-molding but comes with a minor 
drawback. A smaller surface energy reduces the capillary force exerted on the resist within the 
cavities of the stamp [125]. Therefore, some small pressure has to be applied to overcome filling 
issues.  
The most common anti-sticking layers used are self-assembled monolayers of silane 
molecules due to their short thickness and small surface energy. Also, since silanation is a 
chemical process it can easily coat out of line-of-sight features of the stamp unlike the physical 
deposition methods. An early work in 1984 by Maoz et al. [126] where trichlorosilane was 
coated on silicon oxide eventually found tremendous applications in nano-imprint lithography 
(NIL). The silane molecules used in NIL contain a hydrocarbon (sometimes even fluorinated) 
chain as the tail and also a head consisting of a single silicon atom attached to the tail and to at 
least one reactive functional group (mostly chloro or ethoxy groups). Grafting of the silane to the 
surface (silanation) occurs in two steps. In the first step the functional group is hydrolyzed by the 
traces of water present in the environment. In the second stage the hydrolyzed species react with 
the –OH groups present on the surface of silicon or quartz molds causing them to covalently 
bond to the stamp through Si-O-Si bonds. These chemical reactions are shown in Figure 6-1 for a 
silane molecule with a single chloro functional group. In the case where the silane molecules 
contain more than one functional group, the excessive functional groups of each molecule can 
also react with those of the adjacent molecules forming a 3D network of silanes. In fact Gauthier 
et al. showed that trichlorosilanes (with three functional chloro groups) most efficiently graft to 
the surface of silica compared with monochlorosilane, monoethoxysilane and triethoxysilane 
[127]. For details of the silanation reaction mechanism the reader is referred to the works of 
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Tripp [63, 65, 128] and Schwartz [129]. The low surface energy properties are imparted by the 
hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains (tail) of the silane molecules. When the hydrocarbon chain is 
fluorinated the surface energy will be even smaller especially when the whole exposed surface 
after silanation is only composed of –CF3 groups [130, 131]. A surface energy of 7 dyn/cm
 
is 
considered for –CF3 terminated surfaces and 17 dyn/cm for surfaces with mixed –CF2 and –CF3 
groups [131].    
 
Figure 6-1 Silanation reaction for a monochlorosilane molecule; (a) hydrolysis of the functional 
group and (b) reaction of the functional group with the silicon hydroxide present on the surface 
of a silicon/quartz stamp. 
Silanation can generally be carried out through either liquid-phase or vapor-phase 
deposition. The vapor phase is preferred for nano-imprint lithography due to the better diffusivity 
of vapor into small features of the stamp. Jung et al. found that the liquid-phase deposition 
technique yields poor results for stamps with sub 100 nm cavities [132]. The figure of merit in 
order to rank the effectiveness of silane molecules in nano imprinting has traditionally been the 
surface energy obtained by contact angle measurements [58, 133, 134]. However, this technique 
fails to take into account the interactions between the resist and the silanized mold which can be 
strong. Houle et al. [13] reported an increase in the release energy when the silane reacted with 
the free radicals in a UV resist. They suggest that low reactivity of the anti-sticking layer not 
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necessarily low surface energy is crucial for an effective release layer [135]. In order to take into 
account the stamp/resist interactions, some researchers have used de-bonding tests to determine 
the effectiveness of anti-adhesive layers [59, 95, 136]. In a de-bonding test, the resist is first 
dispensed on a substrate coated with the desired anti-adhesive layer, cured and then mechanically 
detached from the substrate using any tensile test machine while recording the force and 
displacement. 
In this work we used de-bonding tests, contact angle measurements, atomic force 
microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to take a closer look at the mechanism by 
which silane molecules enhance de-molding in nano-imprint lithography. We compared 
trichlorosilane molecules with different chain lengths and found out when vertical sidewalls are 
present in the pattern to be replicated from the stamp, the effect of silane on reducing friction is 
as important as its effect on surface energy.       
6.2. Experimental  
6.2.1. Sample preparation 
For UV-NIL and de-bonding measurements, three 1 × 1 in
2
 stamps with different 
dimensions were fabricated by photolithography and reactive ion etching. One stamp was simply 
a blank silicon wafer. Two of the stamps, however, were fully covered with gratings with the 
same width and period (5 μm and 15 μm, respectively) but with two different depths; 570±4 nm 
and 4.5±0.2 μm. Detail of the stamp fabrication is described in our previous paper [25]. The 
stamps were first thoroughly cleaned using acetone, isopropanol and de-ionized water and then 
dried using pressurized air. In order to activate the surface for silanation, the samples were 
loaded in a reactive ion etching machine at 150 W with an oxygen flow of 250 mTorr for 5 min. 
Oxygen reactive ion etching is believed to increase the –OH bonds on the surface of silicon 
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which act as anchoring sites for silane molecules. Silanation then was immediately carried out as 
follows. Two different silane molecules were separately used and compared. The two silanes 
used were; trifluoropropyltrichlorosilane (C3H4Cl3F3Si) labeled as F3-TCS and 
tridecafluorotetrahydrooctyltrichlorosilane (C8H4Cl3F13Si) labeled as F13-TCS.  The chemical 
structures of these silane molecules are shown in Figure 6-2. In order to coat each silane 
molecule first the stamps were loaded in a vacuum chamber. After reaching a base pressure of 
0.035 Torr, argon was introduce into the chamber. Since argon is denser than air it stays in the 
chamber for a while after the vacuum is removed. This helps prevent premature hydrolysis of 
silane with environmental humidity. Then, the chamber lid was slightly opened and a few 
droplets of the desired silane were placed on the bottom of the chamber. The chamber was 
vacuumed again to the base pressure. After this point the vacuum pump was turned off and 
stamps were left in the chamber for one hour for silanation. Later and in order to remove the 
silane from the surface and coat a new silane, the stamps were exposed to reactive ion etching at 
150 W with an oxygen flow of 250 mTorr for 5 min and the cleaning/ surface activation/ 
silanation procedure was repeated.  
 
 
F3-TCS                                                           F13-TCS 




6.2.2.  Surface characterizations 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), contact angle measurements and atomic force 
microscopy were used to characterize the surface treated and untreated with two different silane 
molecules. XPS measurements were performed using a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source at 
15 KV and 10 mA on a photoelectron spectrometer (Kratos axis 165). Chemical composition of 
silicon coated with F3-TCS and F13-TCS is shown in Table 6-1. As expected the fluorine content 
of F13-TCS treated surface is larger than F3-TCS. Small amount of chlorine also indicates good 
grafting. 
Table 6-1 Chemical composition of F3-TCS and F13-TCS silanes coated on silicon by XPS (at. 
%). 
 C O F Si Cl 
F3-TCS 23.33 28.23 11.51 36.48 0.44 
F13-TCS 21.19 36.34 23.44 18.99 0.03 
 
DI water and hexadecane were used for static contact angle measurements. The 
measurements were performed on the flat (blank) silicon stamp with applying 5 μL of the liquid 
droplet. A minimum of 4 measurements were performed and results were averaged. The contact 
angle measurements showed a standard deviation of ±4
o
. The surface energy and its polar and 
dispersive components were calculated using Owens-Wendt method. Sliding contact angle 
measurements were performed by dropping a10 μL water droplets onto a sample placed on a 
manual goniometer (model 07GON504 from CVI Melles Griot). The goniometer was then 
slowly tilted until the droplet started rolling while recording the event by a high speed camera. 
The images right before rolling started were used to measure receding and advancing angles as 
well as their difference which is contact angle hysteresis. 
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In order to obtain friction coefficients of silicon treated with different silanes, lateral 
force microscopy (LFM) was conducted using a commercial atomic force microscopy (AFM, 
Agilent 5500). A conical silicon tip with a nominal tip radius 10-20 nm and a typical spring 
constant of 0.2 N/m (Budget Sensors, model All-in-one-al) was used. Prior to the measurements, 
the AFM silicon tip was scanned over a silicon wafer for 15 min to make sure no more blunting 
of the tip would take place during friction test experiments. The friction coefficients were 
determined by measuring lateral cantilever deflection versus normal load applied. The lateral 
deflection is measured in volts (V) by the AFM photo detector. The lateral deflection in V is 
converted to the unit of force by a method suggested in Ref. [120]. In this method the lateral 
deflection of a cantilever in V is converted to Newton (N) by determining a lateral sensitivity 
factor having a unit of N/V. Lateral sensitivity factor is determined by scanning the tip over a 
surface with a known friction coefficient. A (100) silicon wafer was used as the surface with a 
known friction coefficient. At room temperature silicon (100) scanned by a silicon tip (μSi-Si) has 
a friction coefficient of 0.18±0.03 as reported by Buenviaje et al.[120]. Using this friction 
coefficient the cantilever lateral sensitivity can be obtained. 
6.2.3. Imprinting and de-bonding tests 
Imprinting and de-bonding were carried out in different apparatuses. UV imprinting was 
performed using a commercial nanoimprinter (Obducat 6”) while a modified mechanical tester 
(Testwork 5, MTS) was deployed to measure force/displacement response during de-molding. 1 
 3 inch
2
 glass slides were used as substrate. The glass slides were treated with oxygen plasma 
for 15 min at the power and gas pressure of 150 W and 250 mTorr to enhance its adhesion to the 
polymer. 20 μL of a di-acrylic UV-curable resist was manually dispensed on the surface of the 
stamp. This UV resist was composed of polypropyleneglycol diacrylate (70 wt%) from Aldrich 
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as the base, trimethylolpropane triacrylate (28 wt%) from Aldrich as the cross-linking agent and 
Irgacure 651 (2 wt%) from Ciba as a photo-initiator. This UV resist system and some of its 
applications are studied elsewhere [81, 95, 123, 137]. After dispensing the resist on the surface 
of the stamp, a glass slide was concentrically placed on the stamp. The stamp was previously 
mounted on an aluminum mold bed using a commercial epoxy glue to fit into the tensile machine 
fixtures. Curing was done for 10 s by a UV flash-lamp at an intensity of 1.8 W/cm
2
 with the 
wavelength range of 250-400 nm while applying a slight pressure to ensure complete filling of 
the stamp cavities and also similar residual layer thickness for all samples (~1 μm as measured 
by AFM). After imprinting, the assembly of aluminum/stamp/resist/slide glass was transferred to 
a mechanical tester machine. The slide glass was clamped to the upper traverse. Then, tensile 
displacement at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/min was applied while the force response was 
measured by a load cell. Figure 6-3 shows a typical force-displacement curve obtained during 
de-bonding process.  
 
Figure 6-3 a typical load vs. extension graph for de-bonding. Arrow indicates the magnitude of 
demolding force and the area beneath the curve yields the de-bonding energy. 
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De-bonding energy was taken as the area beneath this curve. For each stamp/silane 
system at least 4 successful de-bonding force measurements were performed and the results were 
averaged. By successful de-bonding we mean complete transfer of the pattern from the stamp to 
the substrate with no visible residues remaining on the stamp.  
6.3. Results and discussion 
Surface energy from static contact angle measurements, its polar and dispersive parts, 
receding and advancing contact angles as well as contact angle hysteresis for the two 
trichlorosilanes as well as bare (no silane treated) silicon are shown in Table 6-2. As expected, 
silane reduces the surface energy of the silicon stamp due to the presence of –CF2 and –CF3 
groups on the surface as already explained in the introduction. When the silane with a larger 
chain length (F13-TCS) is used the reduction in surface energy is even more pronounced. 
However, both silanes show almost identical contact angle hysteresis.   
Table 6-2 Total, dispersed and polar Surface energies (     
    
   along with receding, 
advancing and contact angle hysteresis (CAH) for bare silicon (Si/SiO2) and silicon after silane 
treatments. 













Bare silicon 64.15 36.76 27.39 N.A N.A N.A 
F3-TCS 15.47 2.25 13.22 110.1 64.7 45.4 
F13-TCS 11.50 1.22 10.28 122.0 77.0 45.0 
 
In order to estimate surface adhesion, de-bonding tests were performed on three different 
stamps; a flat (blank) stamp, a stamp with 570nm deep gratings and a stamp with 4.5 μm 
gratings. At least five tests were performed for each silane/stamp system and results were 
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averaged. For each system measured some deviation was noticed in the de-bonding energy. 
However, the deviations were erratic and no increasing/decreasing trend was observed. This 
implies that the degradation of silane layer within the number of the tests performed was 
negligible. However, some few percent decrease in the fluorine content of the silane layer was 
detected in the XPS measurements. This decrease was on the order of 4-5%. Some decrease in 
the contact angle was also noticeable but not so significant consistent with previous observations 
[13, 64]. A systematic study on the degrading mechanism would have required a larger number 
of imprint and de-bonding tests to be performed but was beyond the scope of this work. 
Degradation mechanism of silane has already been vastly investigated in the literature [6, 13, 56, 
64, 135, 138-140].  In short, it is generally believed that the free radicals generated during UV 
cure can cleave the fluorocarbon chains resulting in a progressive loss of fluorine with the 
number of imprints. This loss of fluorine can be detected through XPS measurements and is also 
confirmed by the fact that the polar component of the surface energy increases by a larger factor 
than the dispersive component of it [56]. As expected application of silane decreased the de-
bonding energy measured on a blank stamp (Figure 6-4). The reduction in de-bonding energy 
was quantified by taking the difference between the de-bonding energies of a silane coated stamp 
and the same stamp when it is not treated by silane and then normalized with respect to the 
untreated stamp. Therefore, it is independent of the actual surface area for blank or grating 
stamps.   The reduction in the de-bonding energy on the blank stamp coated with different 
silanes was compared to a bare (no silane) blank silicon stamp. The silane with a longer chain 
length (F13-TCS) reduced the de-bonding energy by ~32% while silane with shorter chain length 
(F3-TCS) reduced the de-bonding energy by only ~18%. This can be easily explained by the fact 
that by application of F13-TCS the surface energy decreases more compared to a surface coated 
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with F3-TCS (see Table 6-2). However, when stamps with grating structures are used, silanation 
of the surface plays a more significant role in decreasing the de-bonding energy. Silanation of the 
grating silicon stamps with F13-TCS decreased the de-bonding energy by ~55% whereas the 
stamps coated with F3-TCS experienced a reduction of ~38% in the de-bonding energy. When 
F3-TCS and F13-TCS are compared together there is a 0.17% more reduction in de-bonding 
energy on a flat surface when F13-TCS is used.  This reduction becomes larger and reaches 
almost 27% for grating stamps. 
 
Figure 6-4: De-bonding energy of a UV resist imprinted on bare silicon and silicon treated with 
different silanes. De-bonding energy was measured on a blank (non-structured) stamp as well as 
570nm and 4.5μm deep grating stamps with identical periods of 15μm and grating widths of 
5μm. 
The excess decrease in the de-bonding energy of grating stamps is associated with the 
decrease in the friction coefficient on the sidewalls of the stamp (besides surface energy) when 
the surface is coated with silane. Lateral force microscopy measurements by AFM were 
performed to find the effect of silane on friction coefficient. Lateral force variations versus 
various normal loads applied are shown in Figure 6-5. By lateral force microscopy we found that 
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F3-TCS silane reduces the friction coefficient from 0.18 (for SiO2 on SiO2) to 0.16 whereas F13-
TCS is more effective and reduces the friction coefficient to 0.11. Smaller friction coefficient for 
the silane with a longer chain is explained by increased packing density and order which 
decreases the number of energy modes such as kinks, defects and chain distortion that can result 
in the dissipation of the energy required for sliding to occur [69].  
 
Figure 6-5 Friction vs. normal force curves measured by LFM for bare silicon and silicon treated 
with silanes. Friction coefficients are determined from the slope of these curves. 
It is worth noting that the contribution of decreased friction to reducing the de-bonding 
energy is very comparable to surface adhesion. This result is in agreement with our previous 
study underlining the significance of the stress exerted on the sidewalls of the stamp caused by 
polymerization shrinkage in demolding [105]. Therefore, in order to determine the superiority of 
an anti-sticking agent besides surface energy and durability (i.e. non-reactivity), characterization 
of its frictional properties is of importance for nano-imprint lithography when vertical sidewalls 




      In this study we investigate the effect of self-assembled silane coatings in reducing 
the de-bonding energy in UV nano-imprint lithography. It is known that silane coating decreases 
the surface energy and therefore helps reduce the de-bonding energy. We found out that silane 
more effectively reduces the de-bonding energy on a stamps with vertical structures than on flat 
surfaces. This seems to be due to a decreased friction coefficient caused by silane coating. The 
silane with a longer chain decreases both surface energy and friction coefficient to a larger extent 
and therefore is most effective in reducing the de-bonding energy and enhancing demolding in 















Chapter 7 Future Work 
7.1. Introduction 
This study aims to help develop defect free demolding process for UV NIL. Technically, 
we designed a method to measure the demolding force using a modified tensile test machine 
equipped with home-made fixtures. The demolding force can be measured by imprinting the UV 
resist from a silicon stamp onto a glass slide substrate. Initially a silicon stamp fully covered with 
gratings was fabricated through conventional photo-lithography and reactive ion etching. The 
gratings were 5 μm wide, ~570 nm deep and with a period of 15 μm. The stamp was coated with 
a fluorinated silane, tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydro-octyl-trichlorosilane (C8H4F13SiCl3), in the 
vapor phase in order to reduce adhesion at the stamp/resist interface during demolding. In order 
to investigate the effect of chemical composition on demolding Different blends of acrylated UV 
curable resists were used in this study. Two different oligomers, i.e. either tripropyleneglycol 
diacrylate (TPGDA) or polypropyleneglycol diacrylate (PPGDA) (all from Aldrich Co.), were 
used as the base of UV resists. For both, each molecule has two vinyl groups where 
polymerization can take place upon UV irradiation. They only differ by the number of the 
repeating –OC3H6 group or simply the chain length. Trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA) 
(Aldrich Co.) was used as the cross-linking agent and had a similar molecular structure to those 
of the base oligomers but it has three vinyl groups which enables the formation of chain 
networks during UV polymerization. Irgacure 651 (Ciba Chem.) was used as a photoinitiator to 
start the UV curing reactions. All the chemicals were used as received without further 
purification. 
Almost 20 μL of the UV resist was manually dispensed on the surface of the stamp and 
the slide glass was placed on the top. Curing was done for 10 s by a UV flash-lamp at an 
intensity of 1.8 W/cm
2
 with the wavelength range of 250-400 nm while applying a slight 
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pressure to ensure complete filling of the stamp cavities and also similar residual layer thickness 
for all samples (~1 μm as measured by AFM). 
The demolding test results indicated that demolding force depended both on the chain 
length of the monomer as well as the cross-linking agent concentration. The UV resist with a 
shorter chained monomer (TPGDA based resists) showed a markedly larger demolding force 
compared to the longer chain PPGDA based resists. In both cases the demolding force also 
increased when more cross-linking agent was added to the resist composition. Surface adhesion 
is known to be a function of both surface tension and Young’s modulus [20]. Therefore, both 
surface tension and Young’s modulus of each resist was carefully measured. We noticed that 
surface tension does not show a great dependency on the content of the cross-linking agent. 
Young’s modulus on the other hand is greatly influenced by cross-linking. In PPGDA based 
resists modulus increases from 10.35 to 215 MPa when 49 wt% cross-linking agent is added. The 
demolding force also matches this increasing trend and goes from ~10 to 22 N. The modulus of 
TPGDA based resists does not as largely depend on the cross-linking agent content since 
TPGDA even with no cross-linking agent has an above room temperature glass transition 
temperature (27.8 to 58.8
o
C) while PPGDA cured with no cross-linking agent has a glass 
transition temperature (Tg) ranging from -60.4 to -36.2
o
C [88]. This means at room temperature 
PPGDA with no cross-linking agent is in the rubbery state while TPGDA is in glassy state which 
justifies its larger Young’s modulus. Also, cross-linking will cause the Tg of PPGDA-based 
resists to rise above room temperature moving from rubbery state to glassy state. This justifies 
the larger dependency of the Young’ modulus of PPGDA-based resists on cross-linking agent 
concentration. The modulus for TPGDA based resists only increases from 582 to 873 MPa with 
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addition of 49 wt% cross-linking agent. The demolding force also shows a slight increase 26 to 
28 N.   
Demolding force, however, can be a misleading quantity to compare different resists. In 
fact, it is the maximum local stress normalized by the fracture stress that dictates the superiority 
of a resist. In order to find the maximum local stress a finite element simulation was used. One 
single cavity of a given grating stamp was simulated in 2D using the boundary conditions 
previously suggested by Chan-Park a[72]  and under a plane stress assumption. Mooney-Rivlin 
hyperelastic material model [106] was used to model the resist. Silicon stamp was simulated as a 
fully elastic material and the interface between stamp/resist was simulated using zero thickness 
cohesive elements [52][52][52][52]. The maximum stress and energy required for the cohesive 
element to fail and, therefore, detachment occurs were extracted by performing debonding tests 
of a flat piece of silicon stamp. Modes I and II of fracture were supposed to have the same 
parameters for simplicity without the loss of generality. Polymerization shrinkage was simulated 
by applying a pseudo thermal shrinkage. Four PPGDA based resists with 0, 10, 28 and 49 wt% 
cross-linking agent concentrations were investigated. The results indicated that the maximum 
stress concentration occurs at the top corners of the resist where it is in touch with the stamp 
protrusions. The stress is caused by the polymerization shrinkage of the resist during cure and 
also the adhesion between the resist and stamp that has to be overcome upon demolding. The 
cross-linking agent content determines the polymerization shrinkage stress, adhesion stress as 
well as the fracture stress of the resist. The stress generated due to polymerization shrinkage and 
adhesion increases as the cross-linking agent content is increased. The main contribution to the 
maximum stress generated comes from the polymerization shrinkage and its contribution 
becomes even larger when the resist contains more cross-linking agent. At the same time, 
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however, when the cross-linking agent content is increased in the resist composition, the resist 
shows a larger fracture stress. By normalizing the stress concentration upon cure and demolding 
by the fracture stress of the resist the following was found. If only the polymerization shrinkage 
stress (cure stress) was to be considered the resist with the lowest cross-linking agent would 
show the least normalized stress. However, when both cure and demolding stresses are 
considered, it was found that there is an optimal cross-linking agent content which in our UV 
system was 28 wt%.  
In the third step of our study, we decoupled the stress exerted by shrinkage on the 
sidewalls of the resist from the adhesion stress. One more silicon stamp was fabricated with the 
width and period similar to that of the 570 nm deep grating stamp but with a depth of ~4.5 μm. 
These two stamps along with a blank silicon stamp were used to measure the demolding force for 
three different PPGDA based resists with 0, 28 and 49 wt% cross-linking agent concentrations. 
Assuming that quasi-static force equilibrium holds right before the demolding occurs one can 
write:  
)( ShrinkageAdhesionAdhesionDemolding FFFF                                                                           (7-1) 
For a given number of sidewalls ( Sidewallsn ) of periodic gratings with the depth and length 








      (7-2) 
Where, Adhesion   
and Shrinkage  are the mean force of adhesion per unite area and shrinkage stress, 
respectively. topA  and bottomA  are the total areas of top and bottom interfaces, and sidewallsA  is the 
total area of sidewall interfaces between the stamp and resist and μ is the friction coefficient. The 
equation (2) shows a linear relationship between DemoldingF  and SidewallD . The shrinkage stress 
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Shrinkage  is supposed to act on only half of the sidewalls since shrinkage stress in the residual 
layer exerts only on the sidewall opposing it in each cavity. Therefore, by measuring the 
DemoldingF  
for stamps with identical structures but different depths and knowing the geometry of 
stamp structures and the friction coefficient at the resist/stamp interface, mean adhesion force per 
area ( Adhesion ) and mean shrinkage stress ( Shrinkage ) can readily be obtained from the intercept 
and slope of a linear fit between DemoldingF  and SidewallD . The results indicate that although 
shrinkage of the resist within the cavities should help break the sidewall interfaces between the 
stamp and resist, perhaps due to the shrinkage of the residual layer the resist is pushed against the 
sidewalls of the stamp and, therefore, shrinkage does not break the resist sidewalls free of the 
stamp. Increasing the crosslinking agent content significantly increases the shrinkage force 
exerted normal to the sidewalls both in terms of magnitude and also its magnitude compared to 
the adhesion stress. Repeating the same procedure for stamp covered with 5 × 5 μm
2
 pillars with 
a depth of 482±54 nm it was also found that since the resist can freely shrink in one direction 
when a stamp covered with gratings is used, the shrinkage stress is generally smaller for a stamp 
covered with gratings compared to a stamp with pillar protrusions.       
From the discussions above it is clear that the stress exerted by shrinkage on the sidewalls 
is large and, therefore, is a determining factor in the success of demolding. As already indicated 
by tuning the resist composition the overall normalized stresses (with respect to the fracture 
stress of the resist) can be minimized. Along the same line, we also proved the importance of the 
friction coefficient and the effect of anti-adhesive layer on it. It has already been proved than a 
self-assembled layer of silane molecule chemically grafted on a silicon stamp can decrease the 
surface energy and therefore enhance the ease of demolding. We proved that besides surface 
tension the reduction of friction coefficient of the vertical features of the stamp is as crucially 
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important in achieving defect tolerant demolding process. We proved silane molecules are more 
effective in reducing the demolding force when vertical sidewalls are present and that is 
attributed to the fact silane reduces both surface energy and friction coefficient at the same time. 
A silane molecule with a longer chain length is more effective in reducing both surface tension 
and friction coefficient and therefore is best suited for imprinting. However, the resist itself may 
still be further improved. 
7.2. Further improvement of the composition of the UV resist 
Given our findings so far, the goal of enhancing the chemical composition of the resist 
should be to control its shrinkage while maintaining its mechanical properties. One way of doing 
so is making a composite resist by incorporating nano-sized hard particles to control shrinkages. 
The nano particles are expected to increase the strength of the resist, the Young’s modulus 
(which in turn increases adhesion force) but reduce shrinkages stress by lowering the shrinkage 
strain. The combined effect of these parameters will determine whether using a composite resist 
can be beneficial to demolding.  However, some concerns still remain.  
 Internal shrinkage stress: Hard nano-fillers reduce the shrinkage strain and therefore 
the stress applied to the sidewalls of the stamp caused by shrinkage. However, at the 
same time they can increase internal stresses. This is attributed to an increase in modulus 
when fillers are added [141].Therefore, even if adding nano-fillers might decrease the 
demolding force, the detrimental increase in the internal stress will be problematic. 
 Dispersion: Dispersion of micro and nano particles and keeping them from 
agglomeration is not always trivial. This usually requires extra steps such as ultra-sonic 
mixing which can compromise the marketability of the resist.      
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 Viscosity: The last but not the least important concern regarding nano-fillers is their 
effect on viscosity. Fillers tend to dramatically increase the viscosity of the resist [142]. 
We faced this problem when we incorporated 7nm silica particles into our resist. The 
increase in viscosity was so significant that even filling the cavities on the 570nm grating 
stamp was impossible unless a 10 bar pressure was applied. We faced another issue 
arising from an increased viscosity. The increase in viscosity results in entrapped air 
bubbles which have to be vacuumed out before using the resist. This also adds to the 
production cost of the resist.  
In view of the aforementioned concerns we suggest an alternative. The idea is to replace the 
cross-linking agent (TMPTA) with hyperbranched polymers [143].  Hyperbranched polymers 
possess the following advantages: 
 They do not increase the internal stress. They can even reduce it by delaying the 
vitrification onset [144]. It is understood that during polymerization, the polymer shrinks 
freely up to the point of gelation [96] and thereafter the internal stresses start to build up. 
However, the largest amount of shrinkage stress builds up after vitrification has set in 
[145]. This is due to the fact that the network of the polymer does not obtain a significant 
modulus up to the point of gelation and the modulus increases significantly at 
vitrification. Roughly speaking, polymerization stress can be estimated as the product of 
the modulus times shrinkage strain as explained earlier in Chapter 4. A 30% reduction in 
internal stress caused by polymerization has already been reported when 14 wt% epoxy-
functionalized hyperbranched polymer was added to an epoxy resin [146].   
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 Due to their globular shape and limited entanglement of the chains, the viscosity of 
hyperbranched polymers is smaller than linear polymers of the same molecular weight 
[147].  
My suggestion is that we can replace our crosslinking agent (TMPAT) with acrylated 
polyether hyperbranched polymer used previously by Schmidt and Geiser [148-150]. Its acrylate 
equivalent weight (AEW) is 294 g/mol while TMPTA has an AEW of 98.6. A larger AEW 
means fewer functional groups in the unit weight and therefore smaller polymerization 
shrinkage. In order to prove the effectiveness of acrylated polyether hyperbranched polymer the 
following properties are suggested to be measured:   
 The mechanical properties including Young’s modulus and fracture stress versus various 
concentrations of the acrylated polyether hyperbranched polymer using standard tensile 
test measurements. 
 The viscosity of each concentration using rheometer. 
 The shrinkage strain of each concentration should be measured by measuring the sessile 
volume of the resist before and after UV irradiation. 
 Surface adhesion of each resist should be determined using contact angle measurements. 
 The demolding force should be measured over various stamps. 
One can perhaps do without pattern fidelity measurements since it has already been investigated 
for a similar resist composition [150].  
7.3. Conclusions 
An investigation should be performed to study the effect of replacing the cross-linking 
agent with acrylated polyether hyperbranched polymer. acrylated polyether hyperbranched 
polymer is expected to limit shrinkage strain with limited adverse impact on viscosity. However, 
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its effect on mechanical properties and surface tension is yet to be studied. The interplay of the 
effect of the hyperbranched polymer on these properties might prove it a better alternative than 
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